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FINE RACING
PROGRAM FOR
SPORT HH10WERS

HOULTON MUSIC CLUB
GIVES ENTERTAINMENT

MEXICAN REVOLU
TION AS SEEN BY
HOULTON BOY

N o . 21

COSTS $22 FOR
‘PINCHING' HARNESS

HISTORICAL PAGEANT BY
MEETING OF
SCHOOLS OF TOWN
COUNTY SHERIFFS
ATAUGUSTA

A certain party who lives not one
The Pageant of Maine History to be
The concert given by the Houlton
hundred miles from town will pro
given by the schools of the town, will
Music Club on Wednesday evening at
bably “ look before he leaps” in the fu
he Friday evening, May 28, in the
the Temple Theatre, was well patron
ture,
as 1 is experience at the Moulton
Temple Theatre.
ized and delighted those who attended.
Grange
last
week
cost
him
$22
for
not
The Pageant will be quite an elab
The program which consisted of vo
being able to walk the straight and
orate affair, giving about a dozen epi
cal and instrumental selections was
narrow path.
sodes in Maine History from before
rendered in a pleasing maimer show
This party lias been under suspicion
the coming of the white man.
The
ing that great care had been taken in
for some time and has been watched
coming of the Pilgrim Fathers to
i preparation of the affair.
I
by the clerks at the store whenever
Maine to trade with the Indians in
1 One of the interesting numbers on
he has been around and about two
1625, the coming to Houlton of the
|the program was a piano duet by
years ago was apprehended with a
first settlers, in 1807, the admission
! George and Elizabeth Ebbett, children
large amount of goods that he had
of Maine as a state in 1820, the Blood
! of Dr. and Mrs. P. L. B. Ebbett, who
taken
from the store while the clerks
The
following
extract
from
a
letter
Governor Carl E. Milliken and the less Aroostook War in 1839 and the
The stage is all set for the most i who handled the number in a masterly
successful racing season this section way that brought to them the well de- : received from a Houlton Boy who is were busy, and was given a warning, federal officials have declared an open progress of Aroostook to the present
served applause.
: in the United States service and is lately he has not been tending out time on the ‘rum runners’’ who have j day are among the epjs0(ies to be de.
of the country has ever attempted,
Following the program came the now in Mexico, gives a pretty good very regularly.
, been rushing all kinds of liquor and [ picted
and Houlton is especially favored by
Operetta
under
the
direction
of
Prof,
j
idea
of
conditions
as
they
really
are.
Last
Saturday
he
drove
into
the
near liquor into Maine from the adja-1 Much music and dancing is interbeing on the list of Maine Fairs cir
Lindsay,
the
singing,
the
dancing
and
j
Tampico,
May
11,
1920
yard,
one
of
the
clerks
saw
him
go
j
cent
provinces.
iI woven with the Moving Living Pic
cuit, also a member of the Maritime
the
picturesque
Gipsy
costumes
a
l
l
!
“
We
were
the
first
ones
in
here
from
into
the
stable
and
soon
come
out
with
;
According
to
an
anouncement
made
tures composing the Pageant and care
and Maine Short Ship Circuit.
went
to
make
a
fitting
finale
to
one
c
;
the
States
and
you
should
have
seen
a
portion
of
a
harness
which
he
threw
,
Wednesday
morning
by
the
Chief
Exful consideration is being given to the
The sport opens at Woodstock, N.
the
most
successful
concerts
ever
i
our
arrival,
had
expected
some
trouble
j
into
his
wagon,
nothing
was
thought
j
ecutive,
as
a
result
of
a
conference
costuming and other preparations b
B. on Dominion Day, July 1st, and
j coming up the river, and had all of our t 0f the matter at the time, but later ; with the sheriffs of all the counties i the teachers in charge assisted by the
will continue way into October, meets given by the Club members.
Preceding the program came the I guns loaded and ready, but there another patron of the Grange came j and the federal authorities Tuesday,! Houlton Woman’s Club In this con
having been arranged in the various
plcturization
of Longfellow’s historical j wasn’t a murmur, a matter of fact it running out of the stable and told one j active measures are to be taken at j nection we are asked to request all
towns and cities.
poem
Evangeline,
so familiar to most j was the quietest revolution
ever of the boys that the britchen had been once that will put trigs in the wheels tbose having Indian or Colonial cos
For those who cannot make it con
j taken off his harness by some one. this of the men engaged in the illicit trafic J t u m e s or anything pertaining to them
venient to attend the races that are of us, and it is needless to say that j heard of.
to be held in New Brunswick, the the picture was a masterpiece of film j Caranza has apparently “ beat it” and j rumor reached the ear of the clerk ! The conference Tuesday, which was and w jujng t0 joan them for this oc
j nearly all of the ports with Mexico City who had seen the happening and he , called by Governor Milliken, promises ( ca8ion t0 notify the High School o r
Northern Aroostook Circuit will afford work.
' are held by Obregon forces. Things told the man what he had seen, a heat- to be one of the most far-reaching in any teacher of the fact a8 soon ag pog.
some good programs, Caribou, Pres
Thege are the harde8t COstumes
I
started moving Sunday morning and ed controversarv ensued between the its effects of any held in Maine for
At
the
regular
meeting
of
the
Rotary
que Isle and Ft. Fairfield are to hold
circuit races throughout the Summer du g on Friday evening B. B. McIntyre I the American Consul got a little un-1 parties, with accusations and denials many years. Beginning at 11 o’clock in the Pageant to get> and many w ill
of the Houlton Electric Co., gave an j easy so were receiving all sorts of j flying fast which finally resulted in a , in the Senate chamber andcontinuing ,)e required
The co.operation of the
and Fall.
through lunch time and afterward at citizens will help very much in this
draw.
radios
from
the
State
department
to
At both the Houlton and Wood- illustrated talk on the growth and de
Monday the suspected party while the Blaine Mansion, the discussion undertaking which is quite elaborate,
There are
stock tracks trainers are busily en velopment of Electricity which was make all possible haste.
in
town, was arrestod by deputy , dealt with every angle of the situation. but being both entertaining and in
about
5000
Americans
here,
mostly
all
gaged in working out the horses un most interesting.
Oil
company
representatives
and
Gosseboom
and to avoid publicity he Not only were sheriffs of most of the structive, will be a worthy celebration
der their care and with plenty of hot
James McPartland of St. John, N.
stolen goods and all counties of the State present, but of the Maine Centennial.
settled
for
the
nearly
all
have
their
families
with
weather between now and July 1st B. was in town Thursday and Friday,
costs amounting to $32, and the prob James B. Perkins, federal prohibition
them,
so
they
were
more
or
loss
worri
will bring the horses right up to con- 1en.rou^e for Boston where he will ated. Sunday afternoon however the ability is t hat the Houlton Grange will director for Maine: Gharles M. Sleep
dition.
tend the graduation of his daughter.
Below we show the programs that F|oren(.e trom the c iu . Hospital Rebels under Gol. Lucas Gonzales he shy one of its customers for some er. collector of customs for Maine and
Herbert Hogan of Boston, represent
came into the city and the old Carran time to come.
h are been arranged for this section, j training 8chool for mlrses.
ing
district Director McCarthy, were
za
governor
skipped
on
a
yacht
with
Entries are coming in fast and there (
_______________
present
with Attorney General Guy H.
all
the
trasury
funds,
about
a
million
galore awaiting
The Union meeting in the Temple
Sturgis and Deputy Attorney General
and
a
half
of
gold.
Lucas
held
the
word.
On account of the cold winter and
Theatre
Sunday evening to help the
Fred
F.
Lawrence.
The
Aroostook
County
Sunday city all day yesterday and tiiis afterDO M INIO N D AY RACES
the heavy snows, ninny people predict
Governor Milliken announced at the Salvation Army drive along drew a
School Convention will he held Wed- noon Pablo Gonzales, one of Obregon's
Wodstocrk, July 1st
ed had roads the early part of the sea
outset of the meeting that he and the large audience. The principal speaker
nesday and Thursday in the Methodist Generals came in to releive Lucas, hut
2:24 Trot and Pace
Purse $200
son. hut never before have the roads
atorney general stood ready to do being Col. F. M. Hume of the 103d Inf.
church. The County organization is Luke didn't want to be releived so
2:30 Trot and Pace
$200
in gemma! men as good as this season everything in their power to co-operate who gave a brief history of the work
composed of six districts and over soon, he had not accumulated enough
2:19 Trot and Pace
200
of the year
with the federal officials in prevent- of the regiment and especially the ac
sixty Sunday Schools of the several de- cash, so he loaded Pablo up and took
2:22 Trot
200
A number of Houlton people made ing the importation of liquor. Director tivities of Co. L of the town and he
nominations.
Its purpose is to pro- <his aides out in the Plaza and used
Entries close June 25th, with pay
the trip to Presque Isle and found the Perkins also announced that for all of - spoke of the various times he had run
mote religious education and the pres- j them for target practice. Abouit supment of 3%.
J. H. DeWitt, Sec.,
passage of the Volsted act, the ac- accross the welfare workers, the Y. M.
ent gathering ought to interest all who , pf>r time a bus load of Pablo’s men road on the wholevery good, through
Woodstock, N. B.
Littleton
the
road
is
rough
but
the
rest
^ enf or(.jnJr the laws aganist C. A. and the Salvation Army huts
have the training of young people at came in and got him out of jail and
H O U L T O N AGR. SO C IE T Y
of the way it is fine, the road from liquors still rests with the State offi- which had followed the soldiers right
heart. At the first session on Wednes- j n0w three or four train loads of his
July 5 and 6
Presque Isle to Fort Fairfield is some rials, and the federal officers, who oc- up to the firing lines.
day morning. Rev. J. B. Ranger w ill j men have just come, so 1 suppose lie
2:13 Trot and Pace
Purse $300
what rough until the main road is copy a supplimentary position, are to
He urged everybody to come across
give on address on “ Leadership” : Rev. . Will grab the city in the morning and
J2:19 Trot and Pace
300
reached.
with funds to help the good work
come in only in extreme cases.
W. I. Bull will speak of “ Teacher ! shoot Lucas, that’s the way they go
2:24 Trot
300
The roads from here to Island Falls
Particularly was it pointed out that along.
Training” ; Rev. D. A. MacKinnon of ; Kotli belong to the same party, hut
Free For A ll
500
and Patten are very good with the ex
He was preceded by Dr. Foster of
the
1(order between Maine and the
“ Summer Schools” and Rev. O. C. each one wants to control the revenue,
2:1? Trot and
Pace
300
ception of the spring hole through the provinces offers the greatest difficulty New York a guest for a few days in
Wieden of “ Rural Schools.”
1so far there has been no fighting at all
2:22 Pace
300
Dyer Brook woods and that is not im to eradicating law violations. Aroos- town( who had spent several months
The afternoon will be given over and they do not bother the foreigners
Entries close June 25 with payment
passable, hut muddy.
took alone, the Sheriff reported had on the western front as a Y. M. C. A.
largely to Rev. Edward H. Brewster jn the least. W o are here chiefly to
o f 2% when horses must be named—
The road from Houlton to Haytms- 185 miles of boundary line to protect, worker,) who also told of the splendid
the new general secretary for the observe and to protect the interests of
1% on day of race. Dr. E. P. Hend
ville is dry hut rough, while the road while there are many more miles to work of the Salvation Army. He paid
State, and to specialists who comes j Americans, so this morning three of ns
erson, Sec., Houlton, Maine.
to Danforth from Haynesville is in be protected furnished by Oxford, the American army a fine tribute when
with him. The address of the evening >went down the river to Pablo Gonza
good shape.
The main road from Soimnset and Washington counties, to fie said that the American army went
C IR C U IT R ACES
will also be by Mr. Brewster Thurs- jef;' oamp and hold a pow-wow.
It
Houlton to Danforth via Calais road, say nothing of the seasore and the in- into the war the cleanest of any army
Woodstock, N. B. July 12 and 13
day morning there will be an address ! would have made the best “ lnovm'Vvor
never was better even in the middle of
Three heat plan
land waterways. It is through these engaged in the war and cleanest to
by Miss Parker of Portland and Rev. there was the army in all sorts of nonthe summer and there are fewer rough channels, it was pointed out. that large come out. and that the war would nev2:29 Trot and Pace
Purse $400 Milo E. Pearson of Auburn.
descript uniforms about a thousand
places and better long stretches than quantities of liquor are now being er have been won had it not been for
2:19 Trot and
Pace
400
The closing session will be address- d()gs ami also the women camp follow
ever,
there seems to have been more
2:17 Trot and
Pace
400 ed by Rev. T. B. Hatt of Island Fals f,rs jj1(, general himself had on a pair
r
"riis led” into tln> State and then se- America.
2:15 Trot and
Pace
400 jI and Dr. J. W. Brown of Fort Fairfield nf khaki trousers, a bright red shirt work don *• m tlmm than “ V*■r. this is
,v conveyed to many other places
On the stage were seated members
2:13 Trot and
Pace
400 j and Miss Frances Whiteside. Depart- covered with dirt and gold ornaments. cspcciall \ t nil' of t la* road ;done tlm Tj( j| so near the 'line” . Vanilla ex- of the various local committees, the
Tim
•>spi'ria 11y tfiroi tLt!t
hnrsehacl'
and oGier ar’ ioles volunteer singers with P. S. Berne u<
Free for All (Firem an’s
I mental conferences will be conducted army boots a sombrero long black
t ra rt
•Pl
•
■
Klliott
.
'
fl
H
i
‘
ft
M
l
I
It
i
tlC
til
woods
fi
to he for entirely leader.
Purse )
500 |each day for the benefit of all teachers mustachio and a pearl handled revel
that
all"d
also Ik ing brought
2:22 Trot
400 j and workers.
Prof. Lindsay at the piano assisted
it ver (you have to be ;i goncal to Ini'.' pla. ’ ■ sim
diffiAs soot 1 as till- 1-fl 1;is a'-" in. inoim
Entries close June 30th with pay 1 The officers are Rev. Henry C. Speed one of those, i l am goim: o\. r h
into ' he S’ at e fur beverage purposes. by Mrs. G. E. Wilkins and O. W. W il
ment of 3%. J. H. DeWitt, Sec., Wood- president: Rev. J. (\ Gregory, vice- morrow after lie takes tie- rit> am work will Lm dot,i - ami on t !a • wholi' it Tlm •;heriffs of every one of the border son violins.
•oiids at''stock N. B.
president and Mrs. John E. Miles, sec swap a pakage of Fatimas for tin- Gen lilt's to --: ii >v that as ittot-i' t
The meeting was full of interest and
1-0111'.' ies r epor t er ) that, without the
i11i 111 ;it 111 mi *r•■ work ilom- on t !m roads ('( ) I)|- ■rafiei of the customs offmials will no doubt be the means of stimt retary
and
treasurer.
erals
revolver.
P R O V IN C IA L EX H IBITIO N
L'lilll \M,|I ■ to ; oar. that Hmy slmd tlm
Down at Tux pan it has bee!; no im
it u il Id 11 i i.; ; ;: eg i |e to |>!'« -ve; t I he lading givitig so that Houltoi.’:: quota
Woodstock, N. B., Sept. 13, 14, 15, 16
;111•r am I -t.imi tin- fro-a itinch lift- sm11: glina in of liquor. Numerous in- mav he raised.
serious though, tie- tederal t rooa:
17, 1920
tt1 mid Imilditm
11 ;- a ml i if tin■s w■■r■■ told of ''border running'
$7500.00 in Purse
Friday, May 21 the School Masters' there offered some resistance and tie ]it-o|iamam la
>-( , i ’ X- , |*t -tan
i.'ait
'
p.
i"
i i ■: - a .i .
P i n at o r 1<■' 'a >•» by ,
rebels
set
tire
to
the
town
and
startei
M
t
3 Heat Plan
Club was scheduled to meet at Houl
,' 7
7 Mli ' <> v,. ,: i' )f J
I* /
m
. M■ f JI»* m\
: 1m ma i - 1l ;.;i ,, <
!■
I
(
u
e
,
.
rti<
ir
M ill iketi. At tonmy
looting.
We
were
to
go
down
tlmre
ii
a
-a
1
1
2:30 Pace
Purse $500 ton. The day came, the menu was pre
'-■•!•Lot, aim:’ t It,sti t Im rub-. ... ral Sturgis and the sheriffs that
2:30 Trot
500 pared and all things ready, but so few the morning. Imt now will wait unti
th*- district director stood ready to do
The Amusement Committee of the
roiii I ux pa ii u
2:24 Trot or Pace
500 schoolmasters appeared
that
the tilings are settled,
a
1
in
his
pow.
r
to
put
a
blanket
on
the
Houlton
Agricultural Society a r e
go
to
Vera
(
dm/
and
look thiims 1
2:18 Trot or Pace
500 “ schoolmarms" were called in to share
right
on
the
job in signing up attrac
t
here.
i
ra
Hie.
Last !'r !da \ >o •■:i i r :• \ i] m <' . wile
3 Year Old Trot or Pace
500 in the banquet and the program. Thus
W i t h t h e coming of warmer weath tions for the July 5th and 6th Cele
ey ha\e made ns i -I Fred T,! ■be! ] died after a lung ill
During'
our
stay
tn
Entries close June1st with pay
assisted the program was a success.
\|]■-■ Ta rb>d! was educated in er and the opening of the highways to bration and the Fair.
ment of 2%, 1% payable June 30th
A fter enjoying a delicious lunch honorary members o! hot h City ami tmss,
Th*' Williams Shows, bigger and
1Ion It on and a u t o m o b i l e traffic, it is le]t, according
when horses must be named. Free for served by Miss Mulcaster teacher of Count r.v clulis ami t it ■ Americans Imn- the public -i in Mi!s (,]
to
Governor
Milliken
that
the
''rum
better
than ever have made a contract
canot
do
enough
for
us
and
I
itnauitm
taught school in her early womanhood,
all and Class Races announced later. £>omes^jc Science in Houlton High.
runners”
will
become
more
numerous
to
he
here.
it
is
rather
a
ndeif
for
them
to
hav
ns
later accept i iia a position as stenogra
J. H. DeWitt, Sec.
i ajded by some of her pupils, the subMaleom’s riding devices including
here in the rivei
pher with the law lirm of Mad iua n A and more flagrant than ever. More
H O U L T O N FAIR
! ject o f the evening was announced and
than
that,
it
is
pointed
out
that
hund
“
The
Whip", one of the newest of its
Madigan win re sin remained until lmrAugust 31, September 1, 2, 3, 1920 i it was this “ How Can W e Help the
reds
of
other
people,
not
regularly
en
kind
in
the country, besides several
Houlton has received its census re ma rriage.
j Pupil to Discover What He is Best
Early Closing
Animal
Shows.
gaged
in
the
trafic,
may
he
inveigled
turns. which give a population of 6.
Sim was of a sw< ef and namrotts tta! Adapted to do as a Life W ork?”
2:13 Trot and Pace
Purse $400
to try their hand at it. tempted by the
A professional aviator has been en
400 ! The following responded to the call 191. or a gain of 346 over tin* census ture and posmssei of the qualities of
2:15 Trot and Pace
gaged who will thrill the crowds by
400 of the chairman with suggestion gain- of 191h. This romparati\e small gain an ideal wife and mother, a home lug profits.
2:17 Trot and Pace
It is because the big danger seasonhis daring stunts during the
two days
400 ; ed by experience and otherwise per- disappoints those who have watched maker and a home keeper.
2:19 Trot and Pace
is
now
at
hand
and
because
something
celebration,
July
5
and
6.
Besides h e r husband and two young
400 tlnent to the subject of the meeting the growth of the town, and who have
2:22 Trot
The artists engagedto give the
President: been led by tin1 study of school popu- daughters she is survived by her par must be done before the season is too
400 and of a helpful nature.
2:30 Pace
platform shows at the Fair are high
Roberts of Colby, Prin. Libby, Mr. Lor- lation statistics and oti.er facts, to ex ents. Mr. and Mrs. James Deasy, three far advanced, that Governor Milliken
Entries close June 1st with payment
called the conference.
grade performers, so all who attend
<rf t% , when horee. must be n a m e d - i '" S ot the Agricultural Department j pe, t a better showing. Whether cor sisters, Mrs Harry Dobbins and Miss
One
thing
has
already
been
detercan be assured of plenty in the enterand Miss Bessie Cooper, teacher o f ! reef or not, the fact remains that Lillian of Houlton and Miss Harriet
1% on day of race.
mined
on:
and
that
is
that
the
main
tainment
line.
English all three of Presque Isle, j Houlton is a town of very substantial of Everett, Mass., two brothers Joseph
Class Races
arteries, such as those through JackGround space is already being engagMrs. S. S. Thornton, Mrs. Chas. P. prosperity and one its citizens have of Houlton and Frank of Idaho.
Purse $500
Free for All
Barnes, Supt. Packard and Prin. Per- every reason to take pride in. Star
Funeral services were held at St. rnan and the International roads and ; ed for the Midway
400
bridges in Aroostook will receive more !I
2:22 Trot, 2:25 Pace
i
Mary's ehureli Sunday afternoon.
kin of Houlton.
Herald.
400
attention
from the State officials than
2:20 Trot
This part of the program was follow- j
----------400
they have ever before.
While the
3 Y ear old, Trot and Pace
ed by a public meeting in the High
Other Classes Announced Later
laws being violated are Federal mea
School Auditorium at which Pres.
Entries close August 1st, with pay Roberts gave a very strong address on
sures, the sheriffs and their deputies
The drive for funds for the Salva
n
0
j
according
to the Federal officials, will tion Army which has been going on
ment o f 3%.
labor conditions in Russia and Ameri
In a telephone conversation with
Entrance Fee 3%.
7% additional ca, setting forth in no uncertain terms
i
im a y June a he will start for j be the ones who gather the evidence, during the past two weeks was in
from Winners. Dr. E. P. Henderson, some very dangerous teachings in our Governor Carl E. Milliken on Tuesday Waldoboro where he will he from 9.20 make the complaints and summon the creased $530.00 on Saturday and Sun
morning, he informed the TIMES that to 9.30 a. m.. Thomaston 10, Rockland witnesses.
Bee.
day $341.00 of which was obtained by
Country and the need of speaking out
General Pershing would visit Maine 10.30. Camden 11.30, Belfast 1.15,
Judging from some of the remarks the sale of tags on Saturday and $189.against them.
the first week in June, and that owing Orono University of Maine 5 p. m. dropped by the border sheriffs, “ rum 00 by collection at the Temple Theatre
This address was a trumpet call to
to
the many calls that he has for his Bangor 6 p. m. and will leave for Bos running” wil be a pretty hazardous on Sunday evening.
At the meeting of the W . C. T. U. on every true American to be informed, to time, that he would only spend three
ton on the 9 p. m. train.
pastime from now on. Further than
speak out against the evils in our land
The total amount received to date
Thursday, May 20th, Mrs. Whiteside
days in the state and on that account
and to live nobly. It was worthy a
In making cut this itinerary the ob that the Federal officials say they have from Houlton is $3,334.00 from out of
it would be impossible for him to vis
g a rs a report of the Interchurch Con much larger hearing.
ject has been as much as possible to not yet begun to act. but will right off. town subscriptions $427.00 making a
it
Aroostook
or
Washington
counties.
ference recently held at Bangor. The
visit the four colleges of the State and
grand total of $3,761.00.
General Pershing will arrive in Port
the towns where there were units in
report was very vividly given the
The campaign manager is desirous
land June3 where he will be met and
the service as well as where there is
Rockabema Lodge No. 78, I. O. O. F.
speaker having the faculty of making
of closing up the drive at an early date
taken to Saco for breakfast and a
recruiting for the Third Maine regi
her hearers almost see and hear for and the affllliated branches of Odd meeting, going from there to Portland
The1 trip of the H. H. S. ball team up and expects to receive contributions
ment.
Fellows will observe Sunday, June 6
enough to send Houlton over the top
where he will be from 10.30 to 12 noon
themselves some of the good things
country which consisted of visits to
as Memorial day.
with flying colors this week.
General Pershing will be attended by
Bowdoin
college
from
2
to
2.30,
Bath
said and done at the Conference.
four towns, resulted in a win for each
A program will be given in the Hall
3 to 3.30, Lewiston from 5 p. m. to 9 p. his staff and accompanied by Gov. Mill
The president
called
committee before going to Evergreen Cemetery
game1 played, and has given the team
in. for supper and will speak at Bates iken and his stiff. Col. Hume has been
mootings for this week in preparation |to decorate the graves of departed
considerable confidence for future
invited
to
make
the
entire
trip
with
college and spend the night at the
Dr. Allyn K. Foster, Field Secretary
for the convention June 2nd and 3rd, brothers and sisters.
the
party,
hut
Doing
out
of
town
the
games.
Blaine Mansion as the guest of the
of the Interchurch Movement will
It is the wish of the officers of the
TLMES has not been able to find out
Governor.
which it Is hoped will be interesting
Four games in all were played as fol speak in the First Congregational
lodge that every member may be pre
whether he will accompany them or
On
June
4
he
will
make
his
first
stop
and helpful to all.
Everybody wel
church on Tuesday evening, May 25 at
lows
:
sent on this day.
at Farmington at 10a. m„ Waterville not.
come to all sessions of the convention.
Caribou, 3
H. H. S. 16 7.30, Topic: “ The Church's Critical
and Colby from 1 to 2.30, Skowhegan
The citizens of Aroostook are disap
Moment.” This is to be a union ser
At the close of the meeting a picnic
H. H. S. 27
The fire company was called by a 3.15 to 4 p. m. and back to Augusta for pointed that the party cannot visit Washburn, 7
vice of all the churches.
supper was served and a merry social still alarm for a small blaze on the W . the night where there will be a Mass here, but consider that a busy three St. Mary’s College, 1
H. H. S. 34
Dr. Allyn is a powerful speaker and
D. Ross house on Charles St. Sunday.
meeting and dinner.
hour enjoyed.
days has been laid out for them.
Presque Isle, 1
H. H. S. 3 a large number will wish to hear him.

wu *•

Means Taken to Prevent Lthe
Bringing of Liquor from
Canada to Maine

Interesting Letter Regarding
Conditions as He Found
Them

Short Ship Circuit as Laid
Out for Houlton and
Canadian Tracks

“ ,ore awaiune th* SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION

MASS MEETING IN
TEMPLE THEATRE
AUSPICES OF S. A.

ROAD CONDITIONS

SCHOOL MASTERS CLUB

FAIR ASSOCIATION PLANS
FOR ENTERTAINMENT

MRS. FRED A. TARBELL

SALAVAT10N ARMY DRIVE
FOR FUNDS PROGRESSING

GEN. PERSHING TO VISIT MAINE NEXT WEEK

w. c ?. u.

ODD FELLOWS MEMORIAL DAY

H. H. S. BALL TEAM HAS
VICTORIOUS TRIP

UNION MEETING

HOULTON

plow handle, bend over the same desk

TIMES

forty years, with your thoughts chain
BaUbllahed April 13, 1860
ed down to them, and you become a
A L L T H E HOM E N E W 8
Published every Wednesday morning hump shouldered old hunks— blind;
deaf and weak and disagreeable.
by the Times Publishing Co.
Keep up with the wagon. Change
CH AS. H. FOGQ, Pres. A Mgr.
your old views and habits for new and
better ones when you find them, and
Subscription In U. S. $1.5C per year
be always on the lookout for them.
In adveaoe; In Canada $2.00 In advance
* # *
Single copies five cents

Advertising rates based upon guaran
teed paid in advance circulation

IF P R IC E S S H O U L D DROP !

them on the market, andwise ones i tional health o.Iiee is now in process cal situation in the United States. It
b u y i n g them.
of organ!/a .on, and the final plans is reasonably certain that the next
The best advice that can be given lor the pe rmanent court of interna- President at Washington will be a
to the owner of a Liberty Bond is tional justice are expected to be ready Republican. It is equally reasonable
this: Hold the bond you bought dur- for the coming meeting of the assem- to suppose that a new Mexican policy
ing the war; it is us safe and sound i bly. This court aims to be a world will follow his inauguration. Continuaas the United States Government it- tribunal for the peaceful settlement tion of the Carranza attitude toward
of international disputes. It got its the United States, with resultant peril
self.
Buy as many more at the present start at. the February meeting of to the lives of all Americans in Mexico
low rate as you can afford. If you the council, and an organizing com would undoubtedly mean armed inter
hold them to maturity, you are bound mittee of twelve jurists was there ap- j vention. This is what Obregon and
to make the difference between what pointed. Elihu Root was named fo r!|his associates seek to avoid. They
they sell at now and their face value. the United States.
I wisely reckon that their objects cannot
You will also receive good interest
he achieved in less time than the in
on your investment.
T H E U N U S U A L IN M E X IC O
terval between the present and March
Hold on to your Liberty Bonds and
The unusual thing about this Mexi 4, 1921. Their task although auspici
buy more.
can re\olution is its unity. All the ously begun is not an easy one to be

are

assume that wnen another ambassador
does depart for the Mexican capital
it will be upon ample material
guaranties for the protection of Amer
ican lives and property in Mexico.

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
T IM E T A B L E
Corrected to A p ril 26, 1920
T ra in s D a ily E x c e p t Sunday
From H O U L T O N
8.46 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Limestone and Van Buren.
9.23 a. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
11.30 a. m.— For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
Kent,
W ashburn,
Presque,
Van Buren, via Squa Pan
and Mapleton.
1.05 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou and
Limestone.
1.40 p. m — For Greenville, Bangor, P o rt
land and Boston.
6.26 p. m.— F or Bangor, Portland and
Buffet Sleeping C a r V an B u r
en to Boston.
7.12 p. m.— For Fort Fairfield, V an Buren
Due H O U L T O N
8.36 a. m.— From Boston, Portland, B a n 
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
to Van Buren.
9.19 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou
and Fort Fairfield.
12.57 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, B a n 
gor and Greenville.
1.36 p. m.— From Limestone, Caribou and
Fort Fairfield.
2.54 p. m.------From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
Van Buren, W a s h b u r n .
Presque Isle, via Squa Pah.
6.21 p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone,
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
7.09 p. m.— From Boston, Portland and
Bangor.
Time tables giving complete information
may be abtained at ticket offices.
GEO. M. H O U G H T O N ,
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.

Everybody is praying for price
reductions and a lowering of the
Sintered at the Post Office at Houlton cost of living, and probably this
for circulation at second-class
aspiration accords with general well
postal rates.
being. But have you considered that
potent forces in the country seem for accomplished in its entirety in a mo
All Subscriptions are DISCO N T IN* there would be risks as well as
T H E L E A G U E O P N A T IO N S
advantages
in
a
rapid
or
substantial
once to have got together. It is this ment. That they appreciate this is
UEt> at expiration
AS A “G O IN G C O N C E R N ” fact that has permitted
decline in general prices?
so much shown by the statement issued in
Switzerland’s acceptance by refer progress with so little bloodshed. Washington on the authority of the
W e have huge debts, national and
T H E SEAR CH FOR H A P P IN E S S
otherwise, contracted on the infla endum of membership in the league ^Within comparatively few days the revolutionary provisional government
The Washington Star speaks of a tion basis. The twenty-five billion of nations reminds us that, contrary
l outbreak of Sonora has overspread the which said: ‘‘The revolution does not
colored elevator man working in the dollars which the government now to the common impression, the league
country, taken Mexico City and the promise impossible things. Disagree
Union Station of that city, who is owes stands for commodities and ser is actually in existence, a vast intervital ports, driven Carranza entirely ments may arise, disputes will doubt
known by many people as the happiest vices purchased on the present basis national organization of twenty-eight
out of power, suppressed the usually less occur, and reforms may be some
man in Washington. He is always of costs. Do we want, by going back member states, or thirty-three if the
virulent Villa within bounds, and out what delayed, but by means of a
smiling, always shuffling his feet, and to the standards of 1890, to double the great British colonies are separately
friendly interchange of views on the
lined a program of reform.
singing to himself.
burden of this indebtedness in princi counted, and representing all five
This is not the usual haphazard kind part of leaders chosen by the people,
This suggests how many obscure and pal and interest?
A price revision continents. The league came official- of revolution. It has been most care and by the exercise of the same pa
humble people have the supreme gift would mean that.
■ly into being on Jan. 10, 1920. Fif fully planned. Rumors of its com tience and tolerance that has charac
of a contented and philosophic disposi
It is the same with other debts, pub teen states became members by sign ing have long been in the air, and terized its recent acts, the revolution
tion. This elevator man may not pos lic and private. This has been a great ing and ratifying the treaty of Ver
more definite evidences of it have not believes that bases of reasonable com
sess much money, but he has learned period for incurring debts or building sailles; thirteen neutral states havebeen wanting. Moreover, to the pres promise can invariably he reached. In
the secret of life better than many up of obligations.
They have been joined the league upon invitation. ent flu* Obregon movement has been the promotion of this spirit and policy
worried and burdened sons of wealth contracted on the high cost of living The council of the league, a small oxthe best managed and most tactful the leaders of the movement are
whom he carries up in his lift.
basis. Do we want to pay them off exutive body of nine men. represent revolution of all those* in Mexico since pledged to work in loyal co-operation
Happiness is merely a question of j with
commodities selling at low ing the five1 great and four small pow
I’orfirio Diaz lost control. Agents in and harmony, and they venture to hope
health and point of view. The sense t figures?
ers. is now in session in Rome; a few Washington did not rush to the State that the example of their recent deeds
of having given service to the com j W e'sh all probably have to bear days ago it referred to tin* coming,
Department demanding ((‘cognition at will inspire confidence on the part of
munity, and of helping others, will I our burdens on the terms
which general assembly tin* requests for ad the first sign of a break in Carranza their neighbors, the American people
give more genuine content than any ! commercial forces decree; but per- mission to the league* which
came* power. They were content to wait. in their purposes as to the future.”
heap of dollars.
' sons who remember the populistic from Luxembourg. San Marino, Geor
One of the cardinal principles of the*
Meantime American warships pro
i rage of the early 90’s, due lo the in gia, Finland. Fsthonia, tin* Ulkraine,
program is protection for foreigners. ceed for Mexican waters to protect at
TABLE TALK
creasing purchasing power of the and —Ireland. The Swiss vote was the
This was widely advertised even be need the (j.OOO or 7,000 Americans es
You will find that a great deal of i dollar, with the increasing burden of
first referendum in a free country fore tin* Sonora outbreak.
SOPRANO
Another timated by the State Department to
character is imparted and received at ' the farmer’s mortgage in consequence,
upon the question of acceptance or point emphasized more recently is that he in Mexico. And Md. Morgenthau’s I
Teacher of Singing
the table. Parents too often forget will feel some reluctance over a rerejection of its membership in tin* the long demanded land reform that appointment to he ambassador to |Studio Room 27, Mansur Blk., Houlton
this; and therefore instead of swallow
1enactment of its scenes.
league. Ail other nations now mem means so much to Mexico will he ear- Mexico does not seem likely of confir-1
Telephone 292-J
ing your food in sullen silence;
in ! Fluctuations in price standards are
bers came* in without a direct popular ri<'<i out, the great ('states purchased mation notwithstanding his expressed j
stead of brooding over your business; thus a double evil—a very
great mandate.
a* b ouem-d up to the people as public willingness to serve. It wil probably j
Instead of severely talking about oth inustice to the creditor class when
The league, therefore, is not mere lands ere opened in tic* United Stat s. he some time before Washington j
Osteopathic Physician
ers, let the coversation at the table prices are going up, and equally great
ly an abstract
proposition.
Two In fact this Mexican revolution is mom sends another ambassador to Mexico I Phone 244
Hours: 9 to 12-2 to 5
be genial, kind, social and cheering. injustice to the debtor class when
I
things, however, have thus far handi Americanized than any of its predeces City; it seems strange that the Presi New Masonic Bldg.
H O U LT O N
Don’t bring disagreeable things to the they are going down. We have had
capped it: the failure of the United sors. There is a suspicion that Amer dent should have been so ill advised .
table in your conversation any more one: Shall we have the other? Think
States to become a member, and the ican brains may have had something as to a t t e m p t to send Mr. Morgenthau ,
than you would in your dishes. For it over!
continued existence* of the supreme to do with the inspiration of it.
i .i t h e s i t u a t i o n existing, a situation
this reason, too, the more good com
Land and Lumber Surveyor
allied council. There is a growing
t
h a t must have been known to the
However
that
may
be.
it
is
staged
at
pany you have at your table, the bet
Y O U R L IB E R T Y BOND
demand for the dissolution of this this time is recognition of the politi- S t a t e Department. But it is safe t o 1 Candidate fo r County Commissioner
ter for your children. Every conver
The United States Government council th*1 body now in conferen* e
Eagle Lake, Maine
sation with company at the table is borrowed money from you to finance
at Rome end when it (iocs terminate
an education to the family. Hence the the War. You hold the Government's its existence tin* league of nations
intelligence and the refinement and promise to pay yon back. This promise will conn* into that degree of power
OFFICE AT R ESIDENCE
appropriate behavior of a family j is called a Liberty Bond or Victory
which its projectors contemplated,
129 Main St. H oulton, Me.
which is given to hospitality. Never Note. On this Bond is stated the except, that they counted on tic tm*mfeel that intelligent visitors can be conditions under which the Govern hersh’ p of he United Statis.
TinRansford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
anything but a blessing to you and ment borrowed the money from you. first meeting of the assembly of th**
youvs. How few have gotten hold of
For instance: If you hold a Bond of league, compost'd of three represen
the fact that company and conversa- 1the Third Liberty Loan, it states that tatives of each of its im*inlt'*r states,
ATTO R N EYS
tion at thq table are no small part on April loth and October loth of comes during tin* present y**n r
Prompt attention to all business
each year until maturity, you will
of an education.
Houlton,
Main*
'Thus far. tin* supreme council has
receive interest on the amount you held four meetings at l’aris in .1;* ” 1;
Utnbate matters have Special
GOOD HUMOR A P R IC E L E S S BOON paid for the Bond. Other iss tes bear
Attention
ary. March and April, and a*
i ■>:
There is but little doubt that good other rates of interest
and other don it! February. Tin- league lias a
humor is a priceless boon. It is the maturity dates, all of which are clear
secretariat, with a staff of about om*
oil that smooths many a rough place ly stated on the Bond.
O EN TI8T
him deed men. located temporarily in
T E A 'i s g o o d t e a
in life which otherwise would be very
Now, if you keep your Bond until London: its international l a b o r of!i<■<*
Fogg Block
hard sledding. A man who can smile the date when the Government pays
is at work, and the next conference is
Sold only in sealed p ack ages
at misfortune and the mistakes he has you in full for it, you do not need to
b r
to lx* held at Genoa in June, tin- b r. t
made in life, and has the courage to worry if. in the meantime, the price
O
STEO
PA
TH
IC
P H Y SIC IA N
having met in Washington iast Octo
correct them and work manfully to is low one day or high the next. You
Suite 13 & 14 Mansur Block
ber; and, to meni ion only two nm e
make amends, has that in him which and Uncl£ Sam are living up to your
of the league’s agencies, the internaTel. 1S6
Houlton, Maine
deserves success in the end. Ill humor agreement
with each other, and
sulks in its tent. The sun never shines neither will lose by it .
bright enough to drive away
the
On the other hand, if you sell your
clouds of gloom
which continually Liberty Bond now, you will fnd that
surround it. It has a snap and a snarl the man you sell it to will not give
for any who may attempt to point out you a dollar for every dollar yon paid
a better way or offer a crumb of com for it. The price has been brought
fort in case of real need. Good hum down because so many
people are
or /rises to the occasion and meets offering to sell their Bonds, if . the
misfortune with a smile, however market is flooded \vi !i tomatoes, you
much the heart may be pained, for can buy them cheap, but if everyone
getting its own heart pains by lend is clamoring for tomatoes and there
ing a he’ ping hand to those less for are few to be had. the price goes up.
tunate. Good humor is a fortress, a The same is true of Liberty Bonds.
strong tower, where the possessor may Short-sighted
people are dumping

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MISS MARY BURPEE

DR. JOHN 0. WILLEY

JOHN M. BROWN

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.

2 4 Y ears the sam e
“ good ” tea

SHAW & THORNTON

R ED R O SE

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT

DR r~wT T OBEN

A Breakfast Hard to Beat
and a Lunch That’s Always W elcom e- =

flee to gather strength for a renewed
battle with difficulty and danger. Good
humor is simply invincible.
A man
who laughs at misfortune and sots
his face bravely to do the right ar,
God has given him to s ' it is worth
more to the world by tar than the '
snarler Who sets down amid a brok
en fortune to bemoan his fate and
make life a wilderness of woe for
everyone within hailing distance.
j

Abundant Health is assured when
there is good blood in the vugs.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the medicine to
make good blood. Bt gin taking it
now. It is just what the system needs
at this time and will do yon grem
good. Sharpens the appetit ■*. s t e a d i e s
the nerves.

EVERYBODY’ S GOING

So make yoirr pl&ns to attend
CHANGE
The secret of happiness is constant i
change within the limitations of rea
son and common sense. A rut in the
human soul is like a rut in the road,1
dangerous and upsetting. If we must
remain at the same tasks year after
year for nearly the whole of a life
Particularly inter'*"- ’r~ lectures every
time, then it should be our constant
clay. Write for boo,.! _t, cm.
: 2Q
effort to get all the variety we can
State of M aine Cer* tcnnvu
into our lives in other ways. The
C om m ittee,cLy II L, Portland, Pie.
fact that farmers’ wives go
insane
more than any other class of persons
is attributed to the terrible monotony
of their li ves, which are one unceas
ing round of hard work. A machine
bearing on a point of metal, wears out
that point speedily. It is precisely the
f ame with our lives. One dull round
<- thought, doing the same tasks at
the same hour years after year, will
During childhood years the nerve j
real; down the finest, strongest brain
are delicate and easily disturbed.
Sleeplessness, restlessness,
and
So get out and have a vacation. At
least give yourselves a vacation of other nervous attacks often indicate
thought.
Read new things; walk worms. W orm s are a common dis
order with children and weaken the
along fresh roads; look at new pict nervous system if not attended to
ures and new buildings. Invite fresh promptly.
new thought always to your soul; so
Keep a bottle of “ L.F.” Atwood’ft
shidl you keep always young. Be not Medicine ready at all times. A good
so sure that your fondest theory is dose taken at the first sign of any
such trouble, will quickly establish
exactly the right one. Standing still
a normal, healthy state, improve the
is decay and death. Hold the same digestion, and purify the blood.
General health w ill be improved and
many serious attacks warded off by
small doses, taken regularly.
You are taking no risk in using this
well-known household remedy, which
m
has helped the digestion and health
nf both children and
adults fo r
over 60
years.
Y ou probably
have many neighbors
who have relied on it
all their lives. A large
bottle, containing 60
dotes fo r 60c. Get one
today from your dealer.
“L.F .” Medicine Co.,
,N.J. Ifr

MAINE’S GREATEST EVENT

State of Maine
Centennial Celebration
at PORTLAND - June 23-Julv 5

child’

s

nerves

An Open Secre t^

H secret of buoyant, vigor-1
one health. Is a well-nourished
body. It is an open secret that

Scott's Emulsion

!to qf wdndcrful help to those
|who are run-down in vitality
Itam ony cause. Try it!

Portland, Maine.

Post Toasties
w ith cream, good milk,
or fresh or preserved
fruit or berries.
These superior corn
flakes are far ahead of
ordinary kinds because
of better flavor and
firmer texture.
There’s no w aste— no
crumbling in the pack
age, and they retain their
crispness longer when
cream or m ilk is added
than do ordinary corn
flakes.

'■ " S i ™

* “

*“ *

America’s Most Popular Com Flakes
Sold by Grocers E veryw here!

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan

SB ,
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PERUVIAN INDIANS
DISCOVERED QUININE

procured seeds that were replanted in
ed to have no deleterious effects what- [ of munitions by Germany, it is reporttime of stress and strain, and thus
Java.
ed
here,
has
been
violated
from
time
ever. When applied at the rate of 5
help to bring about a gradual deflation
The cinchona is cultivated at the
Frss Baptist
pounds per acre, no matter how it t.o time since November, 1919, in con
in currency, so that the prices may
Amony; the most important achieve present time on a considerable scale
R iv . M r. Jenkins, Pastor.
was applied, borax had a deleterious traband shipments.
readily recede and that we may
So far as is known here secrets in ments of medical science in modern in India and Ceylon, but 90 per cent, eventually be brought to a condition
M a n ia c service at 10.30 A. M.
effect. Apparently the margin of
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
safety as to borax lies somewhere be the manufacture of gas and other 1days has been the discovery of certain of the world's supply of bark is ex of industrial and financial health.
J m o i People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. tween 2 pounds and 5 pounds per acre. munitions, which Germany agreed to j “alkaloids” in the tissues of plants ported from Java. That Island is a
“ Thrift is, in our opinion, the expres
Evening service at 7.60 P. M.
It was originally planned when the disclose to the allies before April 10, ; that are useful in the treatment of Dutch colony and it is now reported sion of real patriotism in these days
that the government of Holland in
8 p ed al music by choir.
experiment was begun to hasten the have not yet been disclosed.
just as it was in the period of war.
I disease or for kindred purposes.
tends
to take over into its own hands
Military
clauses
reported
as
com
Choir practice Monday nights.
publication of the results.
It now
“Just as we have expected, the big
Thus,
for
instance,
there
i s all the business of extracting the
a il are cordially invited to come and seems wiser to defer as to unduly pletely complied with include:
middle class of our people with fixed
Adoption of new tables of organiza strychnine, which is valuable as a precious alkaloid from the product, income, that least organized portion of
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkinshasten the publication of the results
Tfcesday night church prayer and would m a r th e ir valu e. T h e (lata re  tion: no n-m anu facture of m un itions : ii heart stimulant and for other uses. thus e s ta b lish in g alm o st a m onopoly in our citizens, is feeling seriously the
the quinine market.
praise Service.
quire very careful, painstaking analy- non-importation of munitions; aboli I The juice of the opium poppy (quite
grinding process of the upper and the
The matter is of special interest to
tion
of
universal
military
service,
and
) sis and as soon as the growing experiChurch of the Good Shepherd
! extraordinary in this respect, being a ourselves, inasmuch as about one- nether millstones. Prices have reach
! ments shall have been completed, the destruction of Rh ine fortifications.
ed a peak where this class is finding
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
very elaborate organic compound) j third of the entire quinine output of
Naval Clause Violation
j photographs of the plants made, the
it difficult to live with even moderate
8 unday Services
As in the military clauses, the most contains at least 100 “ active prin the world is consumed in tha United degree of comfort; yet its resentment
j tops dried, the roots separated and
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
photographed, and put in formalde noteworthy violation of the naval ciples," of which morphine, heroin States, where it is used not only in and complaints cannot be expressed
Also on the first Sunday in the
hyde in suitable containers, the whole clauses is observed in the provision and cocaine are perhaps the best the ordinary way hut also as an in strikes, although they are suffering
month at 10.30
ingredient of innumerable
tonics,
will be brought to Orono for careful for the reduction of effectives. The
under present economic stress more
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
known.
“ bitters," “ cold cures” and other
continued
existence
of
the
2d
and
4th
i study and be written up.
than any other class.
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
Cinchona hark yields quinine, which patented preparations.
| In the meantime one can, it is marine brigades in excess of tlm
Sunday School at noon '
“ W atch the Price”
authorized
If),000
is
particularly
re
is
the most valuable of all drugs, be
'• believed, with confidence say that if a
First Baptist
“ Denim and calico, together with
1fertilizer does not carry more than 2 ported since these brigades constitut ing the only known antidote for
the lunehbox, make the most vivid
Court S t
pounds of anhydrous borax to the ton ed the major part of the so-called malaria. Quinine is a deadly poison
way in which these people can express
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
or is so applied that there shall be no j Baltic troops responsible lor the Kapp
10.8# morning worship with sermon. more than 2 pounds of anhydrous revolution. On., half of the sub- 1to malaria germs, and, when taken
An appeal to the American people their feelings toward the grinding
Those directly engaged in
12.00 Bible School with classes for borax to the acre, one need not fear marines and warships to be broken internally, attacks them in the blood, to desist from “ a rampage of extra process.
men aad women.
damage even with as susceptible crops up by the Germans before April Id killing them and soon putting a stop vagance" was issued by the National production, whether on the labor or
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. as beans and corn.
have been destroyed. Similarly, it is to their multiplication in the vital Association of Credit Men in the capital side, must heed this complaint.
*3.00 goapel song service and sermon.
Prices can be lowered by economies
estimated,
large stocks of naval guns >
CHAS. D. WOODS,
stream. Hence its effectiveness as a form of a letter sent by J. H. Tregoe,
i.0# A ftermaeting.
and
ammunition
which
should
have
;
Director.
secretary-treasurer of the association practised all along the line, if labor
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week
as well as capital will do its part.
been destroyed by Feb. 10 still remain |cure for “ chills and fever."
to its members. The letter read:
prayer servlet.
“ Watch the p rice!” has been our
in German hands.
i The bark in question is that of lofty
“ The dance of industrial death in
Chafer rehearsal each Tuesday even
Little information is available now tree native to the slopes of the Andes which the people of America are now warning for months. Here has been
ing at the cleee o f the regular prayer
concerning Germany’s compliance yith in Peru and Bolivia. Indians of that participating should cease before they the chief danger point in our situation
meeting.
and we welcome anything that will
Despite the absence of American the air clauses of the treaty. However,
region in pre-Columbian days had have to pay the piper.
keep prices from soaring to a point
representatives on the inter-allied it is estimated only 25 per cent, of |
F irst Cong regational
T h r ift, the Real P atriotism
from which violent reaction would
control commission to supervise the military and naval air units have been j discovered its peculiar property for
Rev. A . M. Thom psea, pastor.
“ This nation is sound fundamentally, inevitably bring on a sudden collapse
fulfilment by Germany of the disarma disbanded, although, according to the [ the cure of malaria and were aeM orning service at 10.30.
^Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Bible ment clauses of the treaty, the United treaty, existence of any units was for- j customed to make medicine from it by- and this soundness will continue if of our structure. May this insurrec
people will give up their folly, will tion, without physical force, but
States government is watching the bidden after March 10. As far as the ! stooping it in water.
claaees for men and women.
become
more diligent .will work as prompted by resentful hearts, help in
Young Peoples meeting at 6.15 p. m. situation unofficially.
promised surrender of all airships and i
. jU(.t was (jougiit by chance to
jjus
human
beings
should work during a the righting of things.”
The
American
point
of
view
of
the
planes
bv
Jan.
10.
1920.
is
concerned.
4
.
.
Evening service at 7 p. m.
the attention ol a clever woman, the
P rayer meeting Tuesday evening a t ! extent of German compliance with the so far as is known, none have been re
t'ountess of Cinehon, who visited
disarmament clauses of the treaty, ceived by the allies, although Germany
7.80.
Peru in 1640. She carried back with
which is to form an important subject it is said, has reported to the allies
Mathodlst Episcopal
: her to Europe? some of the hark, and
Corner School and Military Streets. of the Spa conference, May 25, is sum the location of the planes and lias t he tree that bears it, owes its
marized here as follows:
given assurance of her readiness to
Itev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
botanical name to her. Even within
deliver
them.
10.30 a. m Public W orship with sermon
Military Effectives
recent emus “ Peruvian bark," derived
No need for you to suffer agonizing, throbbing bunion
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
In general. Germany is estimated
The most noteworthy instance of
from tiiis tree an aqueous solution
pain a minute longer than it takes you to get a box of
ised and Graded Classes for all.
non-compliance with the disarmament to have shown a compliance with the made from it, that is to say has been
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
3.00 p. m. Preparatory Members Class. provisions attracting attention here is disarmament clauses of the treaty ot a standard remedy for malaria.
€.16 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting the failure to reduce German military approximately fin to 8<> p(*r cent
A
FREE T R IA L
JL
Its efficiency being demonstrated, it
under the auspices of the E p w orth : 0ffg^(jygg.
Although pledged to re
Apply ae directed. Oh, what quick, soothing relief how opeedily
naturally followed that a great demand
League.
tht inflammation disappears. FalryfooUiterally melts away the ujjly
duce her regular army to 200,000 by
for tin* bark arose, and for 'centuries
7.00 p. m, Praise and Preaching service
.enlargements. Be convinced. Get aJbox o f Fairyfoot, IX not more
April
10,
1920,
and
to
100,000
by
July
than pleased, return and get your money
with
vested
chorus
choir
jiast supplies of it have been obtained
O. F. F R E N C H & SON, Cor. Court & Main Strs.
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every 10, the regular army remains approxi
by searching the forests of the above
Tuesday evening.
mately 250.000, according to what is
The index tiles of the bureau of war mentioned region for the* trees, cutting
Christian Science
regarded as a conservative estimate. risk insurance contain 4,622,422 cards, them down and stripping them. As a
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian This is in contrast, however, with a
j each of which represent an individual result, there is today in that part of
Church, 11 A. M.
800.000 pre-war peace establishment,
the world hardly a full grown cinchona
FIR ST C H U R C H OF H O U LT O N
and an army of 5,000,000 at the time who served in the army, navy or tree left standing.
marine corps during the war.
Unitarian
of the armistice.
Mankind would thus have been de
Military Street at Kelleran
The state constabulary of 75,000 to
The Smiths, who head the list, num prived long ago of a priceless benefit
D e lic io u s shortcake, go ld en b ro w n ,
Preaching Service regularly every 150.000 and approximately 600,000 bered. 54,180 and
were sufficiently had it not been for intelligent efforts
topped w it h (d u m p straw b erries and
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
home guards are regarded as a viola- j
numerous to make la intantrv regi to introduce the tree into cultivation
w h ip p ed cream ! M o w go o d it tastes!
In March on the 7th and 21st.
tion of the treaty provision forbidden
elsewhere.
This aim. however, was
I t w as made ju s t rig h t w it h
8unday School every Sunday at 12:00 j any reserve or secret armed forces. ments of 3600 men each, or two divi
not successfully accomplished until
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
The German claim that these forces sions of 27,000 men each. I here weie about, the middle of the last century,
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W are necessary for maintenance of enough Johnsons to make 11 u* regi
when a botanist named Hasskarl
internal order is considered here as ments, enough Browns to make N 1-3 employ'd by the Dutch government.
belied by the failure of those forces to
entire regiments, and enough Williams
cope with the recent Red uprisings.
Jones and Millers to form more than
It is thought probable that demobili
Guaranteed to Test 9 9 100% Pure
zation of these reserves will he pro seven regiments each. Of all names

CHURCH SERVICES

WARN PUBLIC OF
SPENDING ORGY

GERMANS EVADE
TREATY TERMS

ra tR Y fO O T

54,180 SMITHS
IN WAR SERVICE

Strawberry Shortcake

Stickney 6 Poor's

POISONOUS EFFECT OF
BORAX ON GROWING PLANTS

A

Greenhouse

Experiment

N ow . in

posed by Germany as a bargain for listed, 56 recur more than 4""b times.
Progress.
the continued maintenance1 of a The showing by names in tin* ease ol
A s is generally known there was a regular army of 200.00 after July lb.
those which occur more than 4"""
General Staff at W o rk
large amount of trouble from fertilizer
times,
and tin* numlnT of regiments of
Although in compliance with the
with potatoes in Aroostook County in
infantry they would form, were made
the season of 1919. The results of a treaty, the German general staff osten
sibly
has
been
abolished,
reports
here
public* recently by the war department
study of the field conditions attributed
say
the
nucleus
of
a
general
staff
con
as
follows:
this directly to the potash that the
tinues to be maintained. In certain
goods carried and the only deleterious J
The List
ingredient discovered in the potash j cases, it is reported, general staff
Smith 54.IS'1; Johnson tl 5V": Sirov, n
officers are continuing as civilians at
salts was bdrax. Hence it was inferred j
the
foreign
office
to
pursue
their
pre 29.96u; Williams 2>.l 1"; Jones 25,72":
that borax was the cause of the j
Miller 25.62"; Davis 2i.2*5; Ambuson
damage.
j vious staff duties.
' " . Moo:.' 15.26m;
Of the guns and ammunition Ger 2".516; Wilson IT."1
Early In the fall greenhouse experi-1
11,s 111; Thompson
Mi l " :
many agreed to destroy hv March la, T a \lor
ments were undertaken by the Maine
Mart :t:
! 1920. it is estimated that up to Jan. (Marl; M ."56; Whit*- DM 2 >:
Agricultural Experiment Station w i t h 19, 0 a|(out
w n ,.r
,h
15,515; Jackson 12.6"" ; llnm-- 11.62":
some of the fertilizers that had caused
Nelson 11.255; 1,-wN 1■■.A"■*; Walk-"'
amomit had boon disposed of.
field injury to discover, so far as
Hal!
At Spa, it is understood, it will be 1".22"; Young 1".15"; Allen
possible, under what conditions and
decided whether these remaining muni P.MHI; Kohinson 9 5.55; Mm-ph; !»,M6 ;
in what amounts these materials
tions shall be taken over by the allies K i ng !i,2 I" : W ; : 5 ' v - . i 51i. ■ r
might be used with safety. Here again
I ■r<•i
or Germany be permitted to destroy 8,820: Green M575; Seof t v
brands of mixed fertilizers were used
them. Prohibition against the export. son 8.365; Hill x,26".
and in these investigations it was
found that the damage to the crops in
the greenhouse were directly propor
tional to the amount of borax which
the goods carried. Hence the evidence
An Old Fam ily
again seemed to be against borax.
S u r e to b r i n g <■( 71 -. m m - h t .
■■hi 1: .
Doctor's
Favorite
g r i p o r s o m e t h in g ' . o r
1’ j r> 'p ar
In order to clinch this matter and to
Prescription
ed w i t h
ascertain so far as practicable how
much borax could be tolerated in

Colds in the Chest or Bronchitis

fertilizer, the eight North Eastern
Experiment Stations planned in Janu
ary 1920 to conduct, under the over
sight of the Director of the Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station green
house experiments in which fertilizing
materials free from borax should be
used and to which borax could be add
ed In varied known amounts and under
known conditions.

,4

I S' >

A s the Vermont Agricultural Experi
ment Station had a greenhouse vacant
yiat conld be used for this experiment,
the work has been carried on at
Burlington.
The plan consisted in
planting series in triplicate using all
necessary checks, beans, corn and
potatoes with a fertilizer to which
borax w as added at the rate of 1
pound, 2 pounds, 5 pounds, 10 pounds
and 20 pounds of anhydrous borax
per acre. Also certain possible ameliorants or antidotes were used In other
series to ascertain it, for instance,
agricultural lime, ground limestone,
ground plaster roek, and
stable
manure had any restraining influences
on the poisonous action of borax.
This experiment has involved some
thing over 400 pots.
Each lot of
fertilizer for each pot was mixed
separately and applied either by mix
ing with the soil or in the imitation of
drill as In the field practice. At the
present time these crops are about to
be harvested. In the check plots the
potatoes have formed good sized
tubers, the beans are well podded and
filled and the corn is about ready to
tassel, There is. of course, a large
amount to be done in the way of note
taking and apalysls of the records be
fore the final results can be worked
out. But up to the present time no
matter how it is applied borax up to
the amount of 2 pounds per acre seem-

BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL

T h e best e m e r g o n r y r e m e d y .
H a ve
a b o t t l e a l w a y s in t h e f a m i l y mt*di<-ine
closet.
N o n - a le o h o lie .
Safe
for

children.

Creamof Tartar

MAN’S
BEST AGE

A man is as old as his organs; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep
y c u r vital organs healthy with

GOLD MEDAL

Thi« 11 o n ly one of the many w ay* in w h ich
S 6 ? P C ream o f T a r t a r haa giv e n ap le n d ij
rvaulta fo r year*. Prep ared from grape*. Tha
heat leavener in grandm other a d ay, tha heat
leavener now.

Your grocer m il gladly supply you
A Simple, Cool D rin k
T ou Can M ake in a
Jiffy
P u t an even teaspoonful
o f S. & P. Cream o f
T a r ta r in a glass of
cold w a te r. Add a little
lemon juice, sweeten to
taste;
then
stir.
A
h ealth ful and in v igo ra t
ing* beverage.

CAPSULE
T h e w orld’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles
since 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates
v ta l organs. A ll druggists, three sizes.
Loot for the name Gold Medal on every box
and accept no imitation

Stickney & Poor Spice Co.
BO STO N

H A L IF A X

“ Fine as silk”, jis one way o f expressing
quality, but it is true to the letter when
you say it of

Sold everywhere.

A
Ma i n e ^ Q U A L IT Y
has made the worth
B r a n d while reputation of

William Tell
Flour
because it is actually as fine as t he finest silk can make it.

Teas, Coffee and Extracts
Personal acquaintance with this brand of
food product specialties will pleasingly c o n 
vince you that it is unnecessary to buy Outof-State brands to get quality.
And prices are right. Ask
your dealer for these
goods.
Thurston & Kingsbury
Co., Bangor, Me.
(319)

Every pound of William Tell is sifted through silk, so fine that
there are 21,000 meshes to the square inch.
It must go through this silk- not just once, but thirteen
cessive times.

suc-

Because we take no chance on William Tell being clean and fine
mid pure, you take no chance in using it for all your baking.

Ask your neighbors who use it.
Tell your grocer.

They’ll tell you Willaim Tell.
*7

Your Grocer knows.

to

Tell him— WILLIAM TELL
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P A G E FO U R

Nothing is iu ne m-ard outside the
Illinois. mobiles and by motorcycle and bicycle
cooing
of doves and the occasional
from at Doom, hoping to see the ex-royal
Auio Goggles and Driving Glasses at Buy Hand Mounted Elks Teeth at
scream
of the peacocks.
from ties. A German officer in uniform
Osgood’s.
Osgood’s and save $10.00 each.
I Montana, “ Unfavorable weather and created some excitement in the village
The village telegraph office is al
M en’s ($3.75) Scout Shoe for $3.45 Boys’ ($3.25) Scout Shoe
A fte r Ten Years of Trouble Is Restor soil conditions have held farming op
$2.85 at
ready very busy, with telegrams piled
at Anderson’s Shoe Store.
tf
Anderson’s Shoe Store.
ed to Perfect Health by Tanlac
tf
eration at a standstill throughout streets.
up waiting. At Driebergen station the
The
ex-Kaiserin,
who
arrived
in
a
Stenographer
of
some
experience
de
practically the entire state;” from Mis
Buy Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding
last of the ex-Kaiser’s empty furniture
"Since I have taken Tanlac I am not
sires a position. Apply to “ L ” Times
Rings and get what you pay for.
souri, “ Seahon is late on account of too closed automobile, was accompanied
Office.
wagons are being loaded and a train
only free from my troubles of ten
much rain.” Many other states report by a doctor owing to the precarious
is ready for shipping. Wilhelm’s large j W a n t e d
years standing but I have also gained
Pour Repair men at Osgod’s are busy
a g irl fo r General K itchen
similar conditions. It is evident that state of her health. The former
every minute. There is a reason.
motor lorry plies backwards and forfifteen pounds In weight," said Henry
work.
Apply
to
Matron
Aroostook
work is backward quite generally ev
Hospital.
Peltier of 26 East Allen St., Winooski,
Kaiser presented a marble bust of him- wards with the last remnants of his
A Capable girl wanted in a fam ily of
erywhere.
Vermont, a few days ago.
two for general housework. Applv
"The season is not only late but fall self to Count Bentinck as a parting baggage,
Dressmaking also plain sewing. Call
"1 had been bothered so long with
108-12.
between 2 and 5 p. m.
Julia E.
seeded crops have not wintered par present and also gave away several , The e'X-Crown F’ rince was honored
indigestion that I had lost my appetite
with
a
serenade
by
the
Wieringen
Speed,
11
Kelleran
Street.
121p
ticularly well, according to available photographs of himself in uniform |
Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
almost entirely and sometimes even
be exchanged at the T IM E S office
reports. In Illnois wheat is reported taken by Countess Bentinck, when he ! hand on Ascension day, and each
the sight of food would turn my sto
for any machine.
i musician was treated to a glass of W anted position as C hauffer.. Has had
fair to poor; ;some sections of Indiana
five years experience in City driving
left Amerongen.
mach," ontinued Mr. Peltier. “1 was
wine
by
the
Prince.
W ill go anywhere. Apply CH AUF Wanted— A young girl to help with
reported very poor.
The estimated
With his removal from Amerongen
troubled with terrible cramps and my
FER, Times Office.
121p
crop of wheat for the country is con to the house of Doom, another stage
care of 2 small children. Apply at
heart would palpitate so bad it looked
office TIM ES Pub. Co.
siderably below normal. Oats quite of William Hohenzollern’s post-war
W anted— Good Place in Houlton or
like I would choke to death. I could
universally are reported as late seed
nearby fo r elderly invalid lady to Vote for Theodore J. Fox for 8heriff
career commences.
never get any rest or sleep to amount
ed and poor. Corn is likely to suffer
hoard. Requires very little care.
at the Republican primiaries Jane
Does
William
intend
to
return
politi
to anything for I would become so
Address H. P. L., care Times.
21, 1920. Try a business man.
as a result of late planting.
cally.
or
to
make
this
bis
permanent
nauseated after I went to bed that I
“ Labor conditions seem to be about
home? is asked on all sides. Judging
could not retain what I had eaten and
For Sale Six room house on Pleasant Beginning June 1st, Osgood’s Jewelry
the same everywhere, scarce and gen
Store will remain open evenings
street. Good large lot. 60 ft. wide
by the elaborate alternations on his
I would have to be getting up several
erally poorer quality than formerly.
to accommodate those who work
10 rods long. W ill he sold at a bar
estate here, this is to be no temporary
times during the night.
After I did
during daytime.
gain. Inquire of W. A. Brown, W ill
"The scarcity of fertilizer in some
residence. The small villa is still in
get to sleep I would have terrible
ard street.
21
sections of this state will cut the
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
process of building, and the old dove
dreams the rest of the night, and
acreage. Some states reports a short
Newspaper may be left at the
For Sale 1 mile down the Foxcroft
cote is also undergoing repairs. For
through the day I was subject to aw 
TIM E S Office, where the lowest
age of some kinds of seed.
road,
8
room
house,
large
shed,
sta
months workmen have been showing
ful dizsy spells. Of mornings I felt so
price can be obtained.
" If the reports cited represent actual
ble, 3 acres of land, good orchard.
, feverish activity, and even now there
tired out that I would never take a bite
Apply to Mrs. M. A. ADAIR, Tele
conditions and judging from conditions
j is much in an unfinished state.
for breakfast. I was about fifteen lbs.
phone 315.25.
321 A valued subscriber says "Every
We* can’t fit you outside. But wait—
in our own state we have no reason to
time that I have used these columns
; The state guards have now deserted something inside maybe.
under weight and was so weak that my
See that
for selling articles, they have been
doubt them, then for those who are
Lost
on
Monday
m
orning
somewhere
, Amerongen castle, taking up their your outfit is complete if you want to
work was too hard for me and I had to
successful.’’ Try them.
equipped for it this ought to be a
on Market Square or between there
‘ posts at Doom and Murechausses, and enjoy the trip better.
change to lighter work.
and R. C. I. a gold wrist watch, of
good year to plant.
i with rifles are seen patrolling the*
"I was very discouraged when I be
Swiss make. Reward for return to Typew riter Ribbons fo r alt machines
"The number of people in cities and
as well as Carbon Paper made by
AVaccum
Bottle—
You
may
want
Times
Office.
121p
quiet
village*
streets
of
Doom.
gan taking Tanlac because I had taken
W
ebster— There’s none better. Call
towns is much larger in proportion to
a drink, take it with you. Vacuum
Although tin* ex-Kaiser once* expressed
so many dierent medicines and got no
or send to TIM ES O'ffice.
those on the farms than ever before.
For
Sale
Balance
of
Household
Goods.
[
bottles
keep
liquids
hot
for
one
a wish to ente*r Doom tinder a flowered
releif. But Tanlac showed its merit
One* combination book case, antique : Merchants and Professional men do not
As long as high wages are paid for la
day or cold for two. Very handy
arch no outward signs of wedcome
right from the start and by the time j
design, elaborate carving one oak ! have to buy coupon books for type
bor in mills and factories produce will
and very necessary at any time.
were* allowed officially, but 1 learn
bedstead, spring and mattress, one | writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
I had finished my third bottle all symp- j
toms of my troubles had disappeared. ' find a ready market. Hotel proprietors that many pe*ople* in the vicinity are
stand, one parrot cage and a large j the TIM E S office as you need them.
Candy—
Certainly
no
trip
could
he
report prospects for a big summer
collection of pictures at your own j
M y digestion could not be better and I
*
u l' io
ple*ased with thc'ir ne*w ex-royal
complete without it. and it supprice, at Dyer’s Stable, 11 Kelleran i Window Signs, Automobile initials,
trade which would make the outlook
neighbor, and the shopke'epers are
have such a fine appetite that I am al
Street.
211 i
plie*s an added pleasure that
for local markets good.
trunk and traveling bags lettered,
hoping for business.
Quant it ies of
most ashamed of the way 1 eat. I am
warrants its cost. Take* along a
promptly and neatly done. Apply
"The late season, shortage of labor,
The
Automobile
Legal
Association,
large
baskets
and
boueiuets
have
ar
not bothered with cramps any more,
to B. C. Roberts. Dream Theatre.
box from our wonderful stock.
j he'tter known as the* A. L. A., the
lack of seed and fertilizer coupled with
and my heart action is normal and my
20tf
largest Automobile Association in
a strong demand would seem to prom rived.
Little is to be seem of the* (extensive
Toilet Articles— A mirror, comb.;
breathing free and easy. I don’t have
the world, requires the services of a Girls Wanted for clothes pin factory
ise a good season to do business for
a cake* of soup, perfumes, a can of
measures for guarding the* e*x-Kaise*r,
any trouble retaining everything I eat
few more salesmen in Maine. Every
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
those so equipped that they can.
Autoist needs the benefits of the As
talcum, all such little things as
from the footpath running
paraded
and I have gained back all my lost
work. Inquire at office of Summit
sociation and everyone* becomes a
“ The crop which will pay best de- with a high wire cage* surrounding the
these can he put into the “ pocked”
weight, fifteen pounds. After a good
Lumber Co., Houlton or write to
member when they understand the
above company at Davidson.
tf
and will find a ready use.
night’s rest 1 get up every morning j pend on local soil and market condi- estate where visitors are now asked
value of membership.
Hustlers
ready for my breakfast and go to my ! tions. Labor and materials cannot be to show identity cards, hut I am in
make good money and connections. A m ateu r Photographers— Past, Pres
Led ns 11e*lp you in the* selection of
W. A. SM ALL. Mgr., 465 Congress
work feeling just fine. Dizzy spells : spent this year on crops which are un- formed that many armed guards are
ent and Future— We want to make
Auto newels. Many more things in our
Street. Portland. Maine.
521
f
profitable,
only
those
which
will
bring
you a present. Your name on a post
inside and also that a barbed wire
never trouble me at all, in fact, I am
store* than are* mentione*d here. Every
al card will bring it to you free.
In as good health as I could want and the largest returns for labor expended fence is concealed on the ground.
CARD OF T H A N K S
G E R R IT Y ’S Dept. G. Bangor, Maine.
thing
of fine eiuality. Everything fair
:
can
be
considered.
On
some
farms
I owe it all to Tanlac.”
221
We wish to thank our frienels and
ly priced.
,
feeding
crops
pay
good
returns,
on
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Munro’s
redatives for their kindness during
others
there
is
opportunity
for
satis
Want End Drug Store; Island Falls by
o u r recent bereavement. Also for the W an ted — Men and W omen fo r A t
tendants, pupil nurses, and other
beautiful flowers and spiritual bou8. R. Crabtree; Ft. Kent by Stanley factory cash crops. A large number
BY QUICK results
positions, at Bangor State Hospital,
give
opportunity
for
a
combination
of
guets.
BurrIU; Littleton, L. F. Hall. Adv.
Everyone is incased with the (|Uick
Bangor, Maine.
Permanent posi
Mrs. N E L L IE A. H A L L
the two. Fifty farm accounts which resuits of simple* witchhazel, camphor,
tions. Good pay. Apply to the Super
EDITH W. H A LL
were kept in one section of the state in hydrastis. etc., as mixed in Lavoptik
intendent.
819
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. HOGAN
1919 showed that farms producing tin* eye wash. One* man’s e*yes \ve>re so
121p
Bank Book No. 11748 issued by the
most feeding crops paid the best. badly strained he could not read with
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
-* v v ■ r v w w w w .“■'W'i
On the tewenty-first day of next Twenty-two farms which produced on out pain. Two applications relieve*d
lost, and this notice is given, as re
ly
an
average
of
$456
worth
of
feedingmonth the voters must choose a can
quired by lawy that a duplicate book
him. A lady with weak, inflamed eyes
didate from many to be voted for to crops paid an average retain for their was greatly helped hv ONE bottle*.
mav be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
319
fill the office of sheriff the next two year’s labor farms averaged $725 We* guarantee a small bottle of Lavop
worth and paid $844, eight farms aver tik to help AN Y CASE weak, strained
years.
W anted— Ship yard workers. U n s k ill
Mr. Weed is widely known, has been aged 01,062 worth and paid $1,241. or inflamed eyes. O. E. Kreneh <£ Son,
ed able bodied men are paid $.58
prominent in the business affairs of while seven farms averaged to pro druggists.
per hour and upwards at the start.
Interesting and steady employment.
the county, he has always been an ef- duce $1,555 worth of feeding crops and
We can use experienced Steel Ship
Equip
your
car
with
Mohawks
and
forget
your
averaged to pay $1,842 above expenses.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Builders of any craft. 98% of our
“ In another section where 19 fann
Public notice is hereby given that
riveting is on piece work. Call at
troubles.
CJComplete
line
c
f
Accessories.
tJHave
the
Employment
Bureau,
The
ers had kept accounts eight sold an Otho W. Tompkins, late of Caribou, in
the County of Aroostook and State of
Atlantic Corporation, Portsmouth, N.
your
old
tires
repaired--First
class
wors—Prices
average of $175 worth of cash crops,
Maine, by his mortgage*
dated
H.
814
potatoes, corn and apples. Their aver October 26th. 1917, and recorded in
right.
tjjWe
call
for
and
deliver
your
work
free
age return for their year’s labor was Vol. 299, page* 391, Southern District
Largest R etail Seed Stock East of
Portland. Get our prices on Timothy
$545; six produced an average of $56.’! Aroostook Registry of Deeels, in his
lifetime* conveyed to Gorham C. Shaw
Red and Alsike Clover, Red Top,
worth of these crops and secured a
of said Caribou, the following describ
Hungarian and Japaneese Millet,
yearly return for labor of $1,853, while ed rc*al estate* situate* in that part of
Buckwheat, Barley, Ensilage Corn
flee poduced an average of $1,865 worth saiel Caribou known as “ H ” Township,
and all kinds of Garden Seed.
Particular attention given to mail
and had a labor income o f $2,281. The being a part of lot numbered eight (St
Poone
361-M
Rear
Thomas’
Barber
Shop
Cunningham's survey of said Town
orders. W rite for our free Seed
returns given represent what was left
ship, to wit; lot number»*el nine* (9> ac
Price List. Gerrish & Smith, 15
after farm expenses had been paid and cording to the survey and plan of th<*
Silver street, Waterville, Maine.
Roberts Aeldition to Caribou Village*,
interest on the investment deducted.
319
made for the Robert? Estate* in June*
"Taking all conditions into consid
1913 by G. M. Hardison, which plan of
eration, backward season, labor short the Roberts Aeldition to Caribou Vill
age, scarcity of fertilizer and the pros age is reeordeel in Vol. 7 page* 22 e»f the
The
pects for good demand nothing short Aroostook Registry of De<*els.
premises above elescribeel are the same*
of a radical change in economic condi
premise's conveyed tei said Othei \V.
tions would cause a failure.
Tompkins by the* said Gorham C. Shaw
"It is a good season for Maine farm October 26th. 1917.
That the* said Gorham C. Shaw by
ers to plant.”
his assignment of saiei mortgage daterl
May 12th, 1920, and recorded in said
Registry in Vol. 306, page 15, sold, as
signed, and eonveyeel unto Sarah E.
Wheeler of Concord in the County of
John R. Weed of Mevticello
Middlesex, and
Commonwealth
of
The ex-Kaiser dispensed with divine Massachusetts, the mortgage deeel
fleient worker for the interests of his
service. There is no chapel in the above* described, the* debt there*hy se>O D A Y is you r opportun ity to
party, and he believes that if the vot
cured. and all right, title, and interest
ers are satisfied with his qualifications new residence at Doom, hut it is in the premise's therein conveyed.
place your order fo r delivery o f a
That the condition in said mortgage
he Is justified in asking for their votes. learned that he* intends building
a
is
broken,
by
reasem
whereof
the*
said
He has had experience for more than small chapel on the grounds.
Buick Valve-in-H ead motor c a r -t o 
He Sarah E. Wheeier claims a foreclosure*
twenty years as a Trial Justice and
busied himself getting his house in of saiel mortgage.
m orrow, next week, or longer delay
knows what the laws are he will he
Dated -it Caribou, Maine-, Mav 21st,
order and dictating his letters of 1920.
m ay cause your^ waiting thirty, sixty
commissioned to enforce.
SARAH E. W HEELER.
He has held offices of trust and has thanks for many presents and flowers.
or ninety days in securing delivery.
Bv Her Attorney,
proved worthy; a notable case being Many excursionists arrived in auto 321
John B. Roberts.
Buick demands are increasing steadier
b is experience as representative} in
each day—and present purchasing is
1899, when he was largely instrument
a l in preventing the sale of the Coun
adyised as a protection in future motor
ty holdings in the B. &. A. Railroad
car delivery. It is a vital and impor
bonds, and in convincing the Railroad
that it should promptly continue its
tant subject that demands the imme
Toad northward.
d ia te c o n sid e ra tio n o f m o to r c a r
During the days of the draft, in the
purchasers, for Buick dealers already
World War, Mr. Weed was a member
of the Exemption Board, and gave of
are receiving hundreds o f orders for
,y
bis time and efforts without stint.
the
summer and fall months.
He will enforce the laws. He asks
for votes on Jure twenty-first at the
Primaries, and he is entitled to the
Should you prefer earlier delivery,
nomination.
•»
take
advantage o f to-day’s opportun
L _ *X
I weather

conditions,”

CLA SSIFIE D ADS

from

VERMONT MAN HAS
^"The latest season in years;"
GAINED 15 POUNDS Kansas, "Spring very backward;”

C LA SSIFIE D ADS

O u tfitin g

th e C o t t a g e

Inside and Out &

HOULTON PLEASED

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
FOR SHERIFF

Tubes

T i re s

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.

EX-KAISER PUTS
HOUSE IN ORDER

T

Instant Postum
still sells
before

PLANT ALL YOU CAN
CONVENIENTLY HANDLE
University of Maine, Orono, May 24.
“ Plant all you can conveniently han
dle.” This, in substance, is the advice
which M. D. Jones, farm management
specialist of the College of Agriculture
extensive service, is giving to Maine
farmers. He bases this advice on the
belelf that It will prove an especially ;
profitable year to the farmer with the ■
courage to take advantage of the p re -1
vailing condition— under production, ,
.good wages in the cities whence wili j
come the loud call for food stuffs, and
the
exceptional
backwardness
o f'
spring throughout the entire country, j
“It Is not unusual,” said Mr. Jones, j
last week, "for one section of the coun-;
try to be backward, but very excep
tional for conditions to be so unfavor
able all over the country as they were
prpvious to the middle of May.
,,kThe southern potato crop Is from
tw o to four weeks late. Ohio reports
wroi weather Interferring with seeding.
Meports ffo m Indiana say "Farm ers
surO, greatly handicapped by unusual

came low , . ice as
pcTicrcl rise in costs

— a n d ; Treat
..irnbcr c f
fa m ilie s w h o n o w u c e t h is
t a b le b c v e r c e in p i-ace o f
c o ffe e .

ity in placing your order.
A ic e s f. o. 6. FBmtt

A t t r a c t e d to its * o by continued low
cost, th e y found its agreeable coffee
lik e fla v o r much io their liking.
W i t h n o health intent behind th e ir
a c tio n th e y discovered b e t t e r n e rv e s
fo llo w e d the chanro.

A ll Grocers sell Postum
and you r trial is invited

**There1c a Reason"
i I
M a d e b y P O S T U M C E R E A L CO.
B ATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

Inc.

[

a u to m o b ile * axe b u ilt , B u ld k w ffl l— fl*»

i
L. S. Bean, Aroostook Co. Agt., Presque Isle
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sister of the groom, acted as
ring !this organization shall heartily assist section of Aroostook that were culti
bearers.
jthe managers of the New England vated lands stating that the entire
The beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. Railroads in their effort to avoid any county consisted of about 6408 square
Mansur was attractively decorated for ; greater percentage of increase in miles, about one fifth of the entire area
the event. The decorations were by j freight rates to New England shippers of the State of Maine, and of this land,
Chadwick, florist.
j than their competitors in territory out- only about 1600 square miles was untiThe bride was attractively gowned side of New England have to pay; and lized for crops. The greater part of
_________ __ ______
in
ity o i Maine was in town last week
in a traveling costume of blue serge i be it further resolved that the execu- the remaining territory is covered with
.tviiiMi that all gubscriptions are getting information on the price of
elaborately braided and wore a small jtive council is hereby authorized and fine timber lands, which Mr. Pierce
,payable in advance and the pa- foodstuffs on the line of the Bangor &
hat to match. She carried a shower directed to so assist sending repre stated would be a source of great pro
,pg>r will be discontinued at ex- Aroostook railroad.
bouquet of orchids.
sentatives, if necessary, to Washing fit for years to come unless damaged
Miss Marguerite Murphy an em
The bride is a young woman of ton to appear before the Interstate by fire. In regard to this danger, the
,plratlon. Notice of such expiragracious personality and has a host Commerce Commission to urge the in speaker spoke of the various fire sta
rtion will be sent out the First of ployee of the Times Publishing Co.
who was operated upon for appendi
of friends who extend felicitations terests o f the State of Maine in this tions situated on the peaks of the
<each month citis at the Madigan hospital Sunday is
upon the happy event. Mr. Howe, who matter.”
mountains, and the great care being
is associated with his father in busi
‘Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920 recovering satisfactorily.
j taken to prevent any conflagration.
The annual business meeting of the
ness, is one of Patten's most estimable
‘.tho T IM E S office w ill close at noon
He said with prices of materials as
Houlton
Music
Club
will
be
held
at
young men and is most popular among
it is today, it took a good business man
.•very Saturday during May, June,
many friends.
.July and August, in accordance with the home of Mrs. Hughes, 6 Pleasant
to go into the potato raising business
After a wedding trip to Washington
(Portland Express)
She usual custom of Banks and County St., on Thursday evening at 7.30
and come out ahead, showing that
o’clock. A full attendance is desired.
and other places they will reside in ' Leonard A. Pierce, formerly of while one man in Arostook might be
offices.
If one may judge from the loads of
Patten.
l Houlton. now of Portland was the come rich through the business an
rubbish which F red F o rt ie r d r iv e r of d ay at 7 o ’clock. N o m o re h u rry in g.
i principal speaker at the noon day other man living beside him, who has
Herschel Shaw Esq. returned Monthe town truck and the other teams of
Circus
Day
Saturday,
May
29.
; luncheon of the Rotary Club at the not the (business ability and the per
d ay from a business trip to,Bangor.
the street department hauled on Fri
i
Congress Square Hotel today, and severance may be practically down and
The
many
friends
of
LaRoy
F.
Hall
Don Cassidy left on Monday even
day, “ Clean up week” was a great
were saddened to learn of his death j for his subject spoke on his native out. He urged the men of Maine to
ing’s train for Boston for a short stay.
success.
i county. Aroostook. Mr. Pierce stated grasp the opportunitnes offered by the
Dr. F. H. Jackson left Monday for
Headquarters A. P. Russell Post No. j " h 'f h occurred at his late home in
Geo. A. Gorham, Edwin L. Vail,
j
Littleton last Saturday morning after that during the past year, records State, and said that Maine would nev
B ig Fish Bake on his annual fishing
Beecher Putnam left here Saturday for 159, G. A. R„ Orders No. 1.
I showed that Aroostook farmers had er become a rich State until the busi
4r1p.
On Sunday, May 30th, a brief illness with pneumonia.
Shin Pond where they will enjoy a
! produced 20,000,000 bushels of pota- ness men of the State backed up the
Mr.
Hall
was
born
at
Vinalhaven,
M rs. E . S. Powers left Friday even
all soldiers of the Civil,
fishing trip. At Island Falls they were
( toes and of this amount, had shipped various enterprises in Maine and gave
Maine,
December
20th,
1848
and
was
ing on the Pullman for a trip to BosSpanish and World W ar
joined by Seth Campbell, making the
j to the world’s markets 15,000,000. The the State an opportunity to go ahead.
Son.
'
will meet at the En the son of the late Dr. Wellman Hall
trip by auto.
remaining five million were accounted
N ew bert Rhoda has purchased the
gine House at 10 o’clock and Susan ( Rounds) Hall.
The annual opening of Crescent
j
for
seed potatoes and to loss through
He came with his parents to Houl
la m e r Haskell farm on the Foxcroft
and march to the Uni
Park will take place on Wednesday,
I
rot
and
other ways,
road.
tarian church where ton in the early seventies, a few years
June 16, when there will he a dance
j
The
speaker
stated that the average
later
he
married
Miss
Eleanor
Logan
Mrs. Robert M. Lawlis was a pass
the Memorial Sermon
with music by Bryson’s full Orchestra.
price asked by the farmers this year
and
moved
to
Littleton
where
with
the
e n g e r on Thursday night’s train for
will be deliveded by
TJiis will be the 20th season and a good
; was $2 per bushel, and considering
:Boston.
Rev. Dwight F. Mowrey exception of a few years spent in
time is anticipated.
i that prices of $10 per bushel had been
Lester Adams, manager of the
Monday, May 31st at Houlton he resided until his decease.
H. R .Grant of Hamilton-Grant Co.
!
Although Mr. Hall had been in fail paid other times, when conditions were H A B IT A B S O LU TE LY OVERCOM E
.Dream Theatre is confined to the
1.30 p. m., A. P. Russell
went to Lewiston last week and drove
THE
N EA L
TREATM ENT.
ing
health for several years his death |even better than they had been this BY
ihouse with illness.
back a truck for his business. He re May 30, all soldiers of the Civil,
j year, the public in all truth could not W R IT E
FOR IN F O R M A T IO N
AT
after
such
a
short
illness
come
as
a
The Dental offices will close at noon
ports the roads in very good shape, Spanish and World W ar will meet at
i accuse the Aroostook farmer of pro- ONCE. T H E N EA L IN S T IT U T E , 166
severe
shock
to
the
family.
«on Saturdays during the summer com
and while somewhat rough in some the Engine House at 10 o'clock and
P IE A S A N T A V E N U E , PO R TLA N D ,
The funeral which was held at St. i fiteering.
mencing next week.
march to the Unitarian church where
places there are no bad holes.
!
With
the
aid
of
a
map
he
traced
the
ME. PH O N E 4216.
Mary’s Catholic church Monday morn
Mrs. James O’Hare of Boston is
Mrs. S. S. Thornton of this towu, a the Memorial Sermon will be delivered
ing
was
very
largely
attended
thus
visiting at the home o f her daughter,
member of the Woman’s Division of by Rev. Dwight F. Mowerv. Monday,
showing the high esteem in which he
Mrs. Jos. A. Donovan.
the Republican State Committee spoke May 31st, at 1.30 p. in.. A. P. Russell
was held.
Mrs. J. P. Darling was called to
in Presque Isle Tuesday evening on Post, G. A. R. will meet on the High
He is survived by his wife and two
Amsterdam, N. Y. last Wednesday by
“ The New Civic Duties of Women,” the School Campus. The line of inarch
daughters Miss Edith of Littleton and
th e death of her mother.
will
be
as
follows:
G.
A.
R..
Spanish
meeting being under the auspices of
O. S. Springer of St. John, N. B. is
and World W ar Veterans, Houlton Fire Mrs. Joseph E. Hogan of Houlton, the
very attractive 7 room bungalow all
the Pierian Club of that town.
the guest of his son W . W . Springer of
Company, Order of Red Men, Rocka oldest daughter Mrs. John White hav
hard wood floors and finish down
Mr.
Frank
J.
Norton,
representing
the Hatheway Drug Co.
bema Lodge, I. O. O. F., Public ing died 4 years ago.
the Acme White Lead Works of Bos
stairs. A ll hard wood finish and some
Mr. Hall was a man of broad sympa
Rev. H. Scott Smith will preach at
Schools and Citizens marching to
ton, will be at the store o f Almon H.
thies and kindly personality, an ideal
hard wood floors up stairs. N ice bath,
the Episcopal church in Littleton next
Fogg Co., Saturday, May 29th and will Monument Park where the regular ser husband and father and a devoted
coal furnace and electric lights. House
vices will be held..
8unday afternoon at 3 p. m.
be glad to meet anyone contemplating
For the evening service, Civil, Span member of the Catholic church, one
only been built a few years, in fine
Hibbard Bros, sent six men to Bos painting this season and give them
whom it was a pleasure to know and a
ton Friday to drive home Mitchell any needed advice relating to their ish and World W ar Veterans will as
shape and is a very well planned
semble at the Engine house at 7.30 privilege to call friend.
cars which arrived Sunday.
painting problems.
house, fair size lot, and a good trade
o’clock and proceed to the High School
Haley Hammond, one of Van Buren’s
Mrs. Oliver Johnson of Seattle,
for $4,200.
young business men was in town Wash., spent a few days in town last j Auditorium where a pleasing program
will be given. A. S. Crawford, Esq. o
'Wednesday calling on friends.
week with relatives and friends. She j
Fort Kent, Maine, will deliver the ad
President Janies Q. Gulnae of the
Mr. Geo. E. Dunn left Saturday forj also visited Canterbury, N. B., her j
dress.
State Chamber of Commerce and ApriBangor where he met Mrs. Dunn and I former home, before returning to the
All soldiers and sailors of the late cultural League, acting with the au
they returned by auto the first of the West. She will be remembered as
Real Estate Dealers
European war, also the public are thority of the Executive Council, will
week.
| Miss Hulda Grant before marriage, j
Houlton,
Maine
cordially invited to participate in the appoint a committee to secure a dele
Mrs. Mattie A. Powers of Brookline j and this is her first visit to her old 1services of the day.
G E O R G E S. H O S K IN , A gent
gation
to
go
to
Washington
to
protest
Arrived in town Tuesday for a few |home in eight years.
J. Q. Adams. Commander
Maine's interests in the proposed re
days with her daughter Mrs. Geo. E . j Beginning last Monday evening the
( ’. E. Dunn, Adjutant
vision of railroad freight rates. This
Dunn.
Temple and Dream Theatres started
action is to be taken as a result of res
All those having empty water bot a new time schedule for beginning
olutions adopted by the State Chamber
tles from Maple Spring are requested their evening shows, and will here
A very pretty home wedding occur of Commerce and Agricultural League
to return them to Mars Hill by express after start at 7:15 except Saturdays, red on Tuesday last, when Miss Jean
which wollow:
when they will open at 7 o'clock. This
At once.
Mansur, eldest daughter of .Mr. and
"Resolved, That it is unanimous
Many Woodstock people took ad is a change that will be appreciated Mrs. W. P. Mansur became the wif-* sense of the State Chamber of Com
vantage of Victoria Day and visited by theatre goers especially during the of Mr. Bradford Dyke Howe, son of merce and Agricultural League that
Houlton, enjoying goods roads and the summer, as nobody cares to go inside ; Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Howe, of Patten.
during the splendid summer evenings
fine day.
Only the immediate relatives o f th e
while it is broad daylight
couple witnessed the ceremony which
Mrs. Charles P. Barnes spoke in
Be mindful that the ring— which
The members of Ricker Classical 1was performed by Rev. Dwight F.
Jfillinocket, Friday evening before the
marks the step so vital in the life of
Child Study Club, returning home Institute and Houlton High School as Mowery. minister of t h e First church. L e a r n to play in one hour with my
womankind— be of the finest gold, with
sembled at the Temple Theatre on i The couple were unattended.
colored chart. Is placed behind keys.
Saturday.
gem of purity beyond reproach.
Sent to von for 25 CENTS
Monday morning through the courtesy
Miss Marjorie Mansur, a sister of
Thos. V. Doherty, Alan Quimby of
C. MAJW ELL, Box 903
of G. Beecher Churchill, and listened the bride, and Miss Virginia Howe, a
Portland,
Maine
Portland and Dr. Christie of New
to an illustrated talk by B. B. McIntyre
Hampshire are enjoying fishing at
of the Houlton Electric Co., represent
in Solitaire and Cluster Diamond ef
Davis Pond.
ing the speaker from the Houlton Rot-1
fects, also set with Pearls, Rubies,
Aroostook cases on Law Court Dock ary Club, which was most interesting
Emeralds and other precious stones
e t will be in order for argument bo- showing the growth and development
are special features of our up-to-date
fore the Law Court at Bangor, June 1, of Electricity for Lighting and Power
display .
At 2.30 p. m.
purposes, the slides binge furnished by
3. P. Archibald who was formerly of the General Electric Co.

! >
OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

On Thursday the Dorothy Dalton pic
ture “ Market of Souls” is considered
one of her best. The sittings are very
elaborate.
See the littlest star who loved the
trainer o f the biggest elephant at the
Temple Saturday.
Remeber on Friday the only Pic
tures shown are in the afternoon—
Madge Kennedy in “ Blooming Angel.”
There is a sweet wholesome sentiment
in this delightful comedy. The kind of
picture you are happier for seeing
Matinee only. The evening is to be
the Maine Centennial Pageant at 7.30
given by all schools of the town.
Maybe you can carry water for the
elephants in “ Her Elephant Man" on
Saturday. Don’t crawl under the tent
anyway!
Beginning Monday, May 24. Temple
Pictures won’t start until 7.15, Satur

L. A. PIERCE SPEAKER AT
ROTARY MEETING

LAROY F. HALL

MEMORIAL DAY SERVICES

Drink-Drug

Must Be Sold at Once

STATE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE BUSY

JACKINS &

JACKINS

HOWE-MANSUR

— and IVhen Ye Plight

the Troth

PLA Y PIANO

Engagement Rings

Monticello is moving into the Gray
Booae on the Highland, which he re
cently purchased.

TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
It is always Circus day

when

the

Frank Rhoda has sold the Gilman elephant comes to town!
house on Main street to H. R. Nason,
Young and old will want to see Rob
Aroostook representative of Conant ert Louis Stevenson’s "Treasure Is
Patrick Co., Portland.
land” to be shown here Wednesday,
The condition of Mrs. Jos. A. Dono
van, who was operated on for pendicitis at the Madigan hospital last week
Is very satisfactory.
The fine weather was much enjoyed
b y the people of Aroostook county on
Sunday and everyone was out of doors
riding driving or walking.
W alter F. Titcomb, J. H. Brooks, B.
H. Brown, J. P. Darling, and Leon S.
H ow e returned Monday from a few
4 ays spent at Davis Pond.
Considerable work is being done on
the Union Square hotel in preparation
for the summer traffic. W alter Kea.ton Is doing the carpenter work.

Frank P. Berry has closed his store
having cleaned up his damaged stock
and extensive repairs will be made and
new goods purchased for reopening.
Christian Science services held each
Sunday at 11 a. m. Presbyterian church
May30th, subject: “ Ancient and Mod
ern Necromancy, alias Mesmerism and
Hypnotism Denounced.”
Wednesday
At 7.30 p. m. testimonial service.
Cordial welcome to all.

j*

i_

r

Joseph C. Lincoln’s
New Book

May 26. Shirley Mason who is con
sidered the sweetest movie star of the
day, taes a boy’s part and is the star.
She will also be seen here on Satur
day in the best Circus story ever
written "H er Elephant Man.”
Her
slogan is “ love me love my elephant!”
This will be the first Circus of the sea
son and a real circus in all but price.
Our price 11c and 17c as usual.
Be a boy again and follow the ele
phant to the Temple.

“The Portygee”
To any address in Maine
$2.00 Postpaid

Homes at $1,700, $3,200, $2,500
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FOX BROS. COMPANY
Houlton, Maine

Simmons Oil Cook
Stoves
Simmons
12 OZ8.
4 ozs.
24.4 hrs.
1 oz.

Other Make
22 ozs.
7 1-3 ozs.
14.4 hrs.
3 oz.

Sold by

Putnam Hardware Company
■ cJ a l
f H

t

*■ *

■

1L

Sq., Houlton, Maine

Market Sq., Houlton

I have some extra nice Golden Bantam Seed Com, and a
small amount of “ Early Delight” and “ Golden Giant” , what
I consider to be the two best varities of sweet com for
Aroostook. Of course I have everything else in seeds, too,
My Spencer Sweet Pea Seeds are the best money can buy,
and then there are Tomato, Cabbage and Pansy plants—
Pansy, Aster and in fact about everything you need to plant

Chadwick—Florist

Real Estate and Insurance

O il consumed by S burners 1 hour
O il consumed by i feqyaer 1 hour
Tim e 1 gal. oil w fllj^orn
H gallon w ater from; 47* to 212° or boiling point

Jeweler and Optometrist

“Seeds- Garden”

Farm s a t $2,000, $3,500, $5,500, $7,500

‘V

y . D . P erry

Bangor, Maine

Prices to suit all.

Tffitinade for Consumption of Fuel in
Simmons Oil Cook Stoves

— this is our specialty, wo carry a full
line of Gold W edding Rings in 14, 16,
18 Karet Gold, also a beautiful line of
popular Platinum bands.

Dillingham’s, Stationers

REAL ESTATE
FOX BROS. COMPANY

IVadding Rings

M em orial Flow ers

W e charge you no more for the better grades of
leather and rubber soles and heels, used in re
pairing you shoes when Jyou bring them to us.
W e are now equipped to do your work. W e
guarantee that our work will please you

McGary’s Shoe Store
Houlton, Maine

[ j x C E more we have occasion to decorate with flowers
the graves of our loved ones, or friends. It is our purpose
to help you select the proper assortment and to see that
get them when you want them. Prospects are that we will
cut a large crop of flowers, such as Carnations, Snap
dragons, Stock, etc., but even so we will not have enough.
We never do. Why not place your order now, it will be
taken care of before the rush comes— and then you will
be sure to get what you D?ant.
This year we offer two special boxes of
flowers, assorted, one at $3.00; another at $5.

Chadwick, Florist
■^JW ^VAVW VW VVW VVV

s'^JPOSi^T'
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DISINFECT SEED POTATOES
BEFORE PLANTING

gists now give to the Rhizoctonia the country— the cities starving, the
fungus and mycelium is the term used country cold— that is what you find
"A t one orphanage in Belgium, for other children that came from Knox and patched, garments mended. They
instance, I saw an entire class wear
for fungous threads in general.
almost everywhere. The farmers have
*
county, Me.” he continued. "A ll the still can use all the underclothing
Four ounces of corrosive sublimate some food, the people in the cities ing pinafores made by the Cape Cod refugee clothing sent to Europe is
---------- - w e
•aatl Treatm ent W ith Corrosive Subli
rnno
- ------ 3 *u
’
chapter,
and
I
found
pinafores
on
in 30 gallons of water makes approxi have some clothing. But they can’t
mate Greatly Lessens Loss from
mately a 1:1000 solution, or a solution swap. Lack of transportation and the
Rhizoctonia.
of proper strength for seed tuber dis breakdown of currency prevent their
The standard method of getting together.
For some years the pathologists of infection.
treatment
is
to soak the uncut seed
the Maine Agricultural Experiment
“ The situation throughout Central
tubes
for
1
Ya
hours in this solution.
8tation have given more or less at
Europe is desperate, and I repeat that ;
0001235323232353232353484802534848532353534853
tention to the Rhizoctonia disease of As will be seen below it is better to the people of this country can no more
do
this
before
the
tubers
sprout.
potatoes and the methods
of its
keep clear of the influence of this sit
control. Ample evidence has been se Corrosive sublimate solution must be uation than they could keep out of the
cured to show that this disease is one used in wooden tubs or barrels and j war. W e must realize that we are
of much economic importance in all not in metal containers. It should be ; dependent upon the settlement of the
parts of the State, but some of the remembered that it is a strong poison ( industrial and economic upheaval over
- V N \\worst cases of injury have been seen and should be handled accordingly. there for our own prosperity.
In the southern and central parts. Tubers disinfected with it, unlike I; "When Roumania, Serbia and Poland
There is no common name for this those treated with formaldehyde, are j
|
|can find money to aid Red Cross work,
trouble. Rhizoctonia is the generic not safe for food.
!
"The results clearly show that: j then surely this country should be
name of the fungus, as originally
(
1)
these serious losses occasioned by !j able to do the same in generous
described, which causes it.
! measure.
The only relief work by
Every housewife who
prepares tuber-borne organisms can be almost America on a large scale is through
prevented
by
proper
potatoes for the table and every ob completely
^ i-•'iv
the American Red Cross and the Amer
servant potato grower
is
familiar methods of seed tuber disinfection;
ican
Relief
Association,
the
organiza
with one form of this fungus, although ( 2) 2 hours treatment of tubers in
tion created by Herbert Hoover, which
it Is not usually recognized by them a solution of corrosive sublimate
is feeding the people along scientific
as such. The little, black or brownish- ( 1 :1000) gave plants practically free and practical lines.”
black specks or larger, raised patches from lesions and from the mycelium ;
Mr. Jackson went abroad early in
often found closely adhering te the of Corticium vagum; (3) the average!
February. He remained in England
yield
from
tubers
variously
treated
i
, surfaces o f potato tubers, but which
for three days and then "went to Paris.
can ba removed readily by the thumb with corrosive sublimate was in
He crossed the Alps in an automobile
certain
plots
twice
that
obtained
from
nail o r by vigorous scrubbing with a
(4) shorter time during a blizzard to Geneva, Switzer
stiff brush when the potatoes are wet, untreated seed;
land, where he attended the meeting
are not particles or lumps of dirt, as treatments of 30 to 60 minutes in a
of the League of Red Cross Societies,
corrosive
sublimate
solution
(
1
:
1000)
is often supposed, but compact masses
and then proceeded to Florence, Italy,
of threads o f the Rhizoctonia fungus, and 2 hours’ treatment in a for
where he received reports from all the
maldehyde
solution
(1
pint
to
30
called
"aclerotia.”
The
condition
exercise a Red Cross commissioners to the
which they cause is often referred to gallons) was found to
Balkan nations.
as "black scurf" of "black scab." These decidedly protective function against i
‘Rhizoctonia’
but
were
not
effective
in
j
Mr. Jackson said he was very much
sclerotia serve the same purpose for
controlling
this
fungus;
(
5)
that
30
l
impressed
in all countries with the
the fungus that the tubers upon which
minutes’
treatment
with
standard
j
way
in
which
the Red Cross supplies
they occur serve for the propagation
of the potato plant. A s soon as, and solution of corrosive sublimate proved made by the women in America had
e r ie s
ig
ix
probably some time before, the plant far more effective in all cases in con been utilized. Practically every ware
ed potato tuber begins to sprout they trolling ‘Rhizoctonia’ than the 2 house in Europe contained New Eng
begin to throw out fungous threads hours’ treatment with the standard land division packing cases.
is
which grow with considerable rapidity j cold solution of formaldehyde or than
I any of the recently
proposed hot
it conditions are right.
Rhizoctonia manifests itself on the j formaldehyde methods; that slight
below-ground parts of the potato in j injury to the seed was found to occur
DIAMOND
BRAND
various ways, but by far the most j where sprouting tubers were treated
important of these is in the form of ji for IVz to 2 hours in the standard
an injury or browning where the solution of corrosive sublimate; ( 7) II
CrO
fungus attacks the stems. Young that when dormant tubers were treat
* 0.
tender sprouts are much more serious ed and immediately dried after treat
LADIES J
.
Ask jo u r I>rnKgt«t for CITI-CHES-TER 5
ly injured, often being entirely cut ment no injury resulted.
D I A M O N D } K ANT) e l U . S i a Run am
“ The results of the experiment indi j G
old metallic bf'xes, scaled with Bh
off, either before they reach the sur
60-H. P. dctach?uilu-head motor; intermediate transmission;
Ribbon. T a k e n o o t h e r . Buy of you.
cate
definitely
that
the
standard
corro-1
face or when the plants are still
Drugffiat tn<l ask for CHI-CHES-Tf-K S
126-inch wheelbti.e, insuring ample room for seven adults.
» I A M O N I > n i l A N l l I>II.I,K, fur t-,.< nlv-dve
small. Hence the funguous threads sive sublimate treatment is superior ! years
regarded as Ik" :, Safest, Always R< liable.
that grow from the sclerotia on the to any that have so far been proposed ;
A ll Studebaker Cars are equipped with
potato seed pieces are advantageously for the control of black scurf. This !
S I S EVERYWHERE
Cord Tires—another Studebaker precedent
placed for they have young, succulent method proved to be very effective
potato sprouts right at hand upon for the control of both this disease
which to grow and feed and cause and the potato scab. The 30-minute
44
corrosive sublimate treatment has
This is a Studebaker Year ”
destruction.
special
merit
under
certain
conditions,
W hile the Rhizoctonia fungus is a
to pot o ff to-day’s doty until to
morrow.
I f your sto m a c h is
normal inhabitant of all of our pota but must in all cases be considered as
&
add-disturbed take
to soils— there is probably no Maine a compromise method. Previous soak
ing
of
tubers
for
24
hours
proved
to
be
f- O'JLTON, MAI NE
potato field entirely free from it— it is
Obvious that if the sclerotia upon the an aid in the destruction of the
surfaces of the seed tubers can be sclerotia of Corticium vagum.”
CHAS. D. WOODS,
destroyed an improtant step has been
the new aid to digestion comfort
Director.
taken toward removing the chief j
WA
today* A pleasant relief from

^;;nds:“
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Power with economy
what you get
in the BlG-SlX. With all its great re
sources o f power, you have a car
that is economical to operate — one
sparing o f fuel and tires. Come in to
day and let us give you a demonstration.

CHICHESTERSPILU

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

IT’S UNWISE

HARD

"ARRINGTON

Kl'M OIDS

source of injury from it. It has been
recognized for some time that both
the formaldehyde and corrosive subli
James Jackson, in resuming active
mate seed treatments for potato scab
were in varying degree effective in duty as manager of the New England
killing these sclerotia.
It has been division of the American Red Cross,
claimed, and certain unpublished ex
after a three months’ trip abroad, reperiments conducted by this Station
j turned with the opinion that
"the
agree with this claim, that the corro-:
j
United
States
can
no
more
afford
to
sive sublimate treatment is the more
effective of the two for Rhizoctonia. |ignore the desperately chaotic comliNew or modified "quick” and "easy” j|tions existing todav in Europe, part.imethods of seed tuber disinfection i
cularly central Europe, than it could
have appeared from time to time. One j
afford to keep out of tlr? world w a r . ”
of these originated largely with this j
Mr. Jackson visited England, France
Station and, while it was very promis-1
ing at first, difficulties arose in the ! Switzerland. Italy. Austria, Poland
practical application of it which caus- ( Letvia, Esthonia. Lithuania, ( J e r m a n v
ad it to be abandoned. Hence, even and Belgium.
He p i c t u r e d
E urope
at the risk of being classed as nonconfronted by three great probl 'IMS.
progressive we have been
advising
our correspondents to stick to the old, ' Political, e co n o m ic and enu f o n r v Vi1-

HELPS EUROPE, SAYS JACKSON

establish methods of relatively long j lief. He declared empiiaticail.
i 1Kf 1
soaking in corrosive sublimate or the need for emergency
lief
on
formaldehidc solution.
Information had by no means ended and
Just receiyed furnishes a very satisfy
belief that the Red Crnrs
ing Justification for this position.
maintain
a bigger and s t r o n g e r <
For the past 4 years Professor B.
Ht
L. Richards of the Utah Experiment zation in Europe t h a n it has th
Station, first in Utah and later working present.
with Dr. L. R. Jones at the University ‘
"Eventually we shall bo pulled into
Of Wisconsin has been trying to deter I
I this economic chaos whether we want
mine the factors which control the ji

the discomfort of add-dyspepsia.
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OP SCOTT'S EMULSION
19-6a

Value in Tires for
The Smaller Cars
,
liUiM
liawiM
ntM
m
i
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Back o f the m anufacture o f G oodyear Tires
for the sm aller cars is the same purpose to
supply high value in the product that is behind
the m anufacture o f the G oodyear Tires that
equip the most expensive autom obiles built.

T h e effect o f this endeavor is noted in the
fact that last year m ore cars using these sizes
w ere factory-equipped w ith G oodyear Tires
than w ith any other kind.
It is also noted in the fact that if you ow n a
Ford, Chevrolet, D ort, M axw ell, o r other car
requiring one o f the sizes m entioned, you
can secure Goodyear Tires and G oodyear
H eavy TouristTubes at the nearest Goodyear
Service Station.

After you eat—always taka

F A T O N IC

“ T ”
‘ h«
*ame
thin g-m ercuric
chloride is the name used by chemists
but corrosive sublimate is more commonly employed b y
the public.
Corticium vagum is the name mycolo-

............................
wwiwupmran....
imai—...

This purpose is expressed by the enorm ous
resources, extraordinary skill and scrupulous
care applied to the m anufacture o f G oodyear
Tires in the largest tire factory in the w orld
devoted solely to the 3 0x3 -, 30x3 %», and
31x4-inch sizes.

amount of injury caused by Rhizoc- I to be or not,” he said, "and the sooner
tenia, as well as the merits of the ! we realize that we have got to take
different methods of seed potato dis- an active interest in conditions over
infection. It is believed that his con-} seas, the sooner we shall be able to
elusions are so well founded and so bring our own affairs and help bring
. important that Maine potato growers the world back to a normal basis.
"Outside of England, Belgium and,
should at ones have the benefit of
thorn. H e says that the results have in part, France, the story is broadly
convinced him and also the patholo speaking the same— deprivation o f ,
gists and horticulturists who have some sort in every country. Lack of
follow ed this work
in
Utah
and food in the cities, lack of clothing in
W isconsin that until further evidence
Is secured the one safe, practical
procedure is to regard Rhizoctonia
seriously and for its control to treat
seed potatoes in pretty nearly the
"old-fashioned" way with rather long
soaking in corrosive sublimate solu
tion.
The follow ing is taken from a state' ment recently Issued by Professor
Richards, giving a summary of his
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloatw ork and the conclusions therefrom •d Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring,
I » th l. « U t «n «n t w « hare taken the repeating, and a ll stomach miseries.
liberty to substitute the term corrosive A&tfNrMttoai—d'
itHy._jc.ep. itomaeh
soU lm ate to , mercuric chloride. Both

iiu—

of thoa-

_____ c o t
guaranteed
Get a Mg

|©shjf#«rw*wJji refund i
* « » " “ *•••
For Sale by O. F. French & Son

mm

Houlton, Maine

30x3*4 Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-Weather Tread...... * 2 3 ^ 2

WE ARE
Exclusive Agents
.... ..

30x3*4 Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread............

*21^2

Goodyear H eavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. W h y risk a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes o f less merit. 30 x3*4 size
water- $>4 5 0
p ro o f bag.................... ............................................ * T *

FOR

W e in v it e h o u s e h o l d e r s
G E N E R A L L Y TO CALL AND SEE

-L -C

S A M P L E S O F THESE FINISHES.
Ev e r y

pro duct

g u a r a n t e e d

FOR Q U A L IT Y A N D S E R V IC E .
H O U LT O N

G R ANG E

STORE

Houlton, Maine
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HEN YOU INVEST IN CENTRAL
MAINE PREFERRED YOU GET
A SECURITY EXEMPT FROM
ALL STATE, COUNTY AND
TOWN TAXATION « «
The tav exemption of securities is likely to be an import
ant matter to investors after the next session of the legis
lature.
It is generally admitted that the next session is likely to
create an income tax or make some provision to tax intang
ible property— stocks and bonds in particular.
If we have an income tax law, the people may have to pay
not only a state income tax but city and town income taxes
as well.
A

security which is exempt in Maine from all state, coun

ty and town taxation is the 7% Preferred Stock of Central
Maine Power.
The stock yields 6 / 2%— not by any means the .highest
yield which can be obtained; but certainly a high yield when
the matter of tax-exemption is given consideration.
Besides its tax exemption it has many other exceptional
characteristics, not the least important of which is the fact
that it offers the people of Maint an opportunity to develop
their great natural resource— water power .
If you are willing to learn more abut this great security
why not fill out the coupon and get some new printed mat
ter describing it?

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta, Maine
Please send full information about your secur
ity.
Name ..............................................................................
Address ...........................................................................
H T 5-27-20

Central M ain e
Augusta, Maine
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under him were silent, they waited His silence is only accented by deep Place St. Augustin and Place R iv o li.! being made in Europe during the
A t Notre Dame in the absence of |eighteenth century. Table knives are
their captain’s orders. The first order and mournful groans.
.
Another man will demand more ser Cardinal Amette, Archbishop of Paris,
he issued was to the lieutenant of his
who was attending the Rome celebra- ° earIier origin- Some of the oldest
(From a Correspondent in Berlin)
ship, ‘Up, up, quick,’ he shouted. ‘W e vice in 15 minutes than the best hotel
could furnish in a fortnight. He will tion in honor of France’s latest saint, i cutIeiT still extant in this country is
According to official records, the must save the women.’
want
water ancl ice, and broth, and a Bishop Roland Gosselin sang High , °* European make. London, England,
German U-boat which sank t h e
“To have obeyed the order would
a cutlers’ corporation as early as
Lusitania was the U-20, the hull of have been to have thrown the U-boat hot water bottle and more covers, and Mass beneath the altar which was
which now lies a battered wreck off away, for the wireless call of the Lusi a clean pillow slip, and interesting decorated with a standard, in which j m i * but the Scottish lexicographer
the white and blue colors of Joan of Macpherson, w h0 ijve(j jn
Bfx.
Vrltt, near Lemvlg, Denmark.
tania had been heard and fast destroy literature, all in a breath.
A man who nags his wife to distrac Arc were entwined with the flag o f ! teenth century, reports that by 1563
Title submarine, after one of h e r ! ers were rushing to the scene of the
long piratical cruises, was returning tragedy, and besides, it was quite pos- tion will turn into a honeyed Sir Gala- the third republic. For the first time ! no high-class table cultery was manuCultery of
a trained nurse a golden halo was placed about t h e ! factured in England.
to her base, and came to the surface sible that some of the crew of the had the minute
j
i
n
f
e
r
i
o
r
quality
was
apparently
made
head
of
the
statue
of
Joan
of
Arc,
off the Danish coast, only to And a ship were armed with bombs.
appears to relieve her.
while
the
churchgoers
worshipped
I
ah°ut
this
time
in
the
district
that
is
Then
there
is
always
the
obstinate
British destroyer waiting for her.
“ The lieutenant professed not to i
A long chase followed, and U-20 was hear the order shouted by the captain, Jman, who will rot let a doctor be call- j silently.
the Sheffield of today,
hit several times by shells from the but an unfortunate warrant officer at- ed until he is at death s door, or thinks i Patriaich Terezian of Armenia, offi-; During the eighteenth century, says
destroyer. Finally she ran ashore on tempted to expostulate.
j he is. When he has invested heavily |dated at mass in the Church of the the American Cutlery Bureau of Inthe'sand banks near Vrist.
“ Without a word Lieut. Commander ! in medical attention, the next difficult j Madeleine, at which President Des- formation, Sheffield took the ascen
Her ?rew, refusing to surrender, von Weirner drew his revolver and ! thing to accomplish is to get him to |chanel was represented by Comman- dency and immediately was severely
were all either wounded or killed by shot the man dead.
take medicine or follow the doctor’s dant F^equant. A panegyric of Joan attacked by the London cutlers, who

GERMAN COMMANDER WHO
SANK THE LUSITANIA

J

gunfire.
R A V IN G L U N A T IC
After the encounter it was officially
announced in Germany that the com
mander of the wrecked U-boat, who
had been killed, was the man who fired
the fatal torpedo which sank the Lusi

“ Other officers in the submarine, instructions, especially in the matter
realizing that their captain had gone of diet. If he is put on soups and
mad, closed with him and wrenched broths, he forthwith demands beefthe pistol from his grasp. A fter a des steak and onior.s. If nourishing food
perate struggle he was overpowered is prescribed, all he will feed upon is
hot water and salt.
and taken to his bunk.
Women should be grateful for all
“ The U-22 was brought to Kiel by
Lieutenant Vogyt, and her captain was such evidences of peevishness in sick
taken ashore and put into a hospital. relatives, however tiring they may be.
His one cry even today is ‘Up, up, we For a man who is sick and saintly is
fatally ill. Sucl is the lore of the old
must save the women and children.’
“ The most famous mental specialists ladies. Gentleness is too much for
in Germany have treated him, but his men to indulge in and good nature
case is regarded as beyond cure. At proves too much for them. They
times he is moody, depressed and sul-1 never recover from any attack of
len, at others he is extremely violent . holiness.— Spokane Spokesman-Review
and dangerous.

|of Arc was delivered by Abbe Troyon,
I parish priest of Verdun. Near Saint
j Roch Church, at which point stood the
j Saint Honore Gate where Joan of Arc
was wounded in 1429 a great concourse
of people knelt in prayer.
Many
bemoaned the fact that parades were
j not allowed, one elderly man saying:
“ London celebrates the Joan of Arc
holiday with a great parade forming
outside West-minister. It is a strange
ironv of fate.”

tania.
From a statement made to me by a
former high official of the German ad
miralty, it would appear that the dead
commander of U-20 was not the crimi
nal responsible for the destruction of
mammoth Cunarder.
According to the statement which
The pocket knife with the spring
this official gave me, it would appear
lock action is a comparatively new
that the Lusitania was sunk by U-22, a
invention, the first knives of this kind
netr submarine commanded by a
O FFIC IAL LIES
young German naval
reserve lieu
“ Anxious to maintain the secret of All Paris Pays T rib u te to the Maid
S H E R IF F ’S S A L E
tenant-commander, named Heinrich the identity of the man who sank the
of Orleans
von Weirner, and who ever since the j j^usitaniii, anxious, too, to prevent the
All churches in Paris from historic AROOSTOOK, ss.
sinking of that great vessel, has been . rea| crjmjnai from being placed on his
Taken this twentvfourth day of May
a raving lunatic, and for the last three , trjai
the Allies, the German gov- Notre Dame to the most humble chapel 1920, on an execution dated May7, 1920
and a half years has been a patieht ernment anounced, after the destruc in the suburbs celebrated the canoni- issued on a judgment rendered by the

then claimed to produce

(
I
!
;

in an asylum.
tion of U-20, and the death of her comThis ex-German admiralty official ;mander, that he was the man who sank
w as at one time in charge of the m ost; the Lusitania
confidential documents of the German
“ I know,” added my informant, “ that
admiralty relating to the sinking of the commander of U-20, although he
enemy ships, and the movements of sank many vessels and received the
GermanU-boats. He gave me details iron cross from the Kaiser, had no
o f the most appalling tragedy of the hand in the sinking of the Lusitania.
sea.
T O S IN K A T SIGHT
“Four submarines were given orders
to lie in wait for the Lusitania,” he
seid. “and the instructions were to
sink the ship at sight, and without
warning.
“Lieutenant-Commander
Heinrich
▼on W eirner .was then in command of
U-22, which had been commissioned
only a few weeks previously, and he
w as ordered to He off the Old Head of
Kinsale to await the arrival of the
Lusitania.
“At that time >,he British admiralty
sent Instructions by wireless to ships
at sea. and the instructions were
sent in a code which the Germans
were able to decipher.
U N D E R N E U T R A L F LAG
“Four submarines were commis
sioned to lie in wait for the ships, U-20
U-32, U-40 and U-22. while the latter
craft was Instructed to lie in wait off
the Old Head of Kinsale, the others
had different stations allotted in case
the course oi the Lusitania was chang
ed as she neared the coast.
“Von W eirner took his craft through
the North sea and round the coast of
Scotland, dropping down the west
coast of Ireland, where he obtained oil
and supplies from a vessel sailing
under a neutral Hag.
“He reached the Old Head ofK inaale two days before the Lusitania
•came up, and picked up the wireless
messages to her.
“On the night before the Lusitania
cam e up U-20 also arrived off Old Kingale, and was spoken to by U-22.
“During the interchange of messages

SICK MEN FALL INTO
CHILDISH STATE

I adjudged bankrupi: as aforesaid
under
! the A cts of Congress relating to B an k 
ruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
all his property and rights of property,
and has fully complied with all the re 
quirements of said Acts and
of
the
orders of
Court
touching
his
bank-

“ The devil was sick, the devil a
saint would be’’ should be applied to I ru^ f yW h e re fo re he prays, That He may be
a woman devil only, for no man when
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
he Is ill Is saintlike in any way.
charge from all debts provable against
Men, when they fall ill, fall into a his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
sort of childish state that is most un
law from such discharge.
reasonable and trying for the well
Dated this 14th d iv of .Maw A. I
EGO.
W A L T E R Ik L n V E L V .
members of the family. Illness affects
Bankrupt.
them differently, but it always takes District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
some grouchy form.
On this '_'2rid day of Many, A. I».

1920, on reading the foregoing petition,
it is—
O rdered by the C o u rt, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 2nd day of
July, A.
!>., 1920, before said <'ourt
at
Bangor in said District,
Northern
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
Charter No. 274*
Reserve Dlst. N o. 1 the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
R E PO R T OF CO N D ITIO N O F T H E
in said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
IN T H E S T A T E OF M AIN E
A nd it Is F u r th e r O rd ered by the Court,
At the close of business on May 4. 1020.
That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by
a British destroyed arrived on the
resources
j mail to all known creditors copies of said
s « | e . and both submarines were com- j Loans and discounts,
1petition
and this order, addressed
tt.
Pt^lid to dive to avoid destruction, ’ including re|them at
their places of residence a>
discounts
$420,401.10
, stated.
V fH steering towards the Scilly Isles. Acceptances of other
W itness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
banks discounted
20,000.o0
$440,491.40 ! Judge of the said Court, and the seal
THE FATAL TUBE
U. S. bonds deposited
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi“When the huge liner came up U-22 to secure circulation
: sion o f said Distric on the 22r.d dav of
(par value)
50,000.00
May. A. 1>., 1920.
w as lying to the Shore sUle oM he ves U. S. Government securities
pleged to secure per
(L . S.)
IS A B E L SH E E H A N .
sel, and according .to the report which
manent bond
Deputy Clerk.
account
34,900.00
w as furnished the German admiralty,
: \ true copy of petition and order thereon
U. S. Government se
V4n W eirner himself was at the tor curities owned: pled
Attest:
IS A B E L S H E E H A N
ged to secure postal
Deputy Clerk.
pedo tubes of the U-boat, the periscope savings
deposits (par
5,000.00
o f which was just above water. The value)
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N FOR
U. S. Government se
lieutenant commander sighted the curities owned and
D IS C H A R G E
unpledged
59,76(>.on
tunes and fired.
Mm* matter of
|
Premium on U. S.
bond.-;
846.t*0
“The torpedo from the port board
E. Everett Enrd
In Ranknipt<
!49.6>b“ 00
B;i nkrupt
tube struck the Lusitania almost j securities other than
To the Hon. ( ’liirenee Hide. Judge of the
suaid-ships, and the one from the star U. S bonds (not in
District Court of the United States for
cluding stocks) ow n
board tube hit her aft.
ed and unpledged
335,164.29
the District «.f Maine.
Total bonds, securi
E. I W E I : E T T K< >K1 ' o f
1T cs i pi e
Isle
“It is said that four U-boats fired at ties, etc., other than
t he
County
of
Aroostook
and
U. S.
:;35,164.29 in
the Lusitania, but that is not correct,
State of Maine, in said District respect
Stock of Federal R e
d l l y the U-22 discharged torpedoes serve Bank (50% of
fully represents Mini on tin* 6th day of
of subscription)
4,500.00 October. last p a s !,
i e
\v a s d u I y
a t her and each struck the ship.
Value of banking
adjudged bankrupt tinder the Acts
of
house
14,000.00
“Leaving the tube Von Weirner
Congress relating to Bankruptcy:
that
Equity in banking
watched the vessel sinking.
house
14,000.00 he has duly surrendered all his property
fu l reserve with
and rights of property,
and lias fully
“Gating into the morror off the L aw
Federal Reserve Bank
44,4*19.56 complied wilh
all the requirements of
periscope, he saw the frantic efforts j Cash in vault and net
said Acts and of the orders of Court
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ *K_
I amounts due from
to-fffit the boats away, saw the death
national banks
116,467.81 touching his bankruptcy.
W h e re fo re he prays, That he may be
straggles of hundreds of women and Checks on other banks
In the same city or
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
as
reporting
children.
The sight w as too much town
bank
22,460.95 charge from all debts provable against
for him, and the full horror of his Total of Items 13, 14,
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
15, 16, 17
138,928.79
deed struck home.
except such debts as are excepted by
Redemption fund with
law from such discharge.
“The man who a moment before had U. S. Treasurer and
Dated this 18th dav of Mav, A. I).. 11*20.
due
from
U.
S.
T
re
as
calmly and deliberately sent the great
E. E V E R E T T FORD.
urer
2-500.0
Bankrupt.
lin er to destruction, looked up from
$1129,6O0.n i
Total
O
R
D
E
R
O
F
N O TIC E ! T H E R E O N
the mirror in which he saw the results
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
L IA B IL IT IE S
o f his awful deed a raving lunatic.
On this 22ud day of May, A.
!>..
Capital stock paid In
$ 50,000.00 1920, on reading the foregoing petition,
Surplus fund
100,000.00
D P, D P, S A V E T H E W O M E N !
(f is—
Undivided profits
32,697.88
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
““The officers and crew who served Less current expenses,
Interest and taxes
he had upon the same on the 2nd day of
paid
7,093.59 25,604.29 July, A. !>., 1920, before said ( ’ourt
Amount reserved for
MMMe of First Mooting of Creditor*
at
Bangor in said District,
Northern
all interest accrued
5,000.00
Division at 10 o'clock in the forenoon:
Mm District Ooert o f the United States Circulating notes out
standing
45, 500.00 and that notice thereof be published in
M i N a R k n DRidoo of the Dio*
Individual d e p o s i t s
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
(Hit o f Maine. In Bankruptcy,
subject to check
481,175.99 In said District, Northern Division, and
la Mm natter o f
I
Total of demand d e
that all known creditors and other per
posits subject to R e
Chirteo B. Fraaeler
I In Bankruptcy
serve
481,175.99
sons in Interest, may appear at the said
Certificates
of
deposit
the creditors of said Charles B.
time and place, and show cause. If any
(other than for money
ir of Cary in the county of
borrowed)
10,000.00 they have, why the prayer of said peti
DMtrtet aforesaid, bank* Postals
saving deposits
4,553.37 tioner should not be granted.
Other time deposits
407,766.39 And It Is Further Ordered by the Court,
la hereby glben that on the 18th Total of time deposits
That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by
May A. D.. 1820 the said Charles subject to Resrve
422,319.76
day
mall to all known creditors copies of said
raseier waa duly .adjudicated
Owl the first mooting of Total
$1129,600.04 petition and this order, addressed
to
Ifi M hoM at the office of State of Maine, County of Aroostook, ss. them at their places of residence as
I,
R.
F.
Ward,
Cashier
of
the
above
L. Vail, in Houlton on the 12th
stated.
fune, A. D., 1920 at 10 o’clock named bank, do solemnly swear that the
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
above
statement
Is
true
to
the
best
of
my
joroaoon at which time the aM
Judge of the said Court, and the seal
r attend, prove their niskne knowledge and belief.
R. F. WARD, Cashier.
at Bangor In the Northern D iv i
wIoa exanlnb tli* haakftnt
Subscribed and sworn to before me this thereof,
sion of said Distric on the 22nd day of
seek other boat* no aa may 14th day of May, 1920.
May, A. D., 1920.
AARO N A. PUTNAM , Notary Public
a before said meeting,
(L . S .)
IS A B E L SH E E H A N ,
Correct—Attest:
at HoujU«^ltoir l9th.T1920
Deputy Clerk.
T. V. DOHERTY
A true copy of petition and order thereon
C. H. PIERCE

at the office of Archibalds, in Houlton
aforesaid on the nineteenth day of July
1920, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the
following described real estate, and |
all the right, title and interest which I
the said Peter J. Garcelon has and had j
in and to the same on the twentieth j
day of October, 1919, at nine o'clock '
and fifteen minutes, a. m., being the j
time when the same was attached on j
the original writ in the action in which |
said judgment was rendered, to wit: a i
certain piece or parcel of real estate !
with the buildings thereon located in 1
the village of said Houlton and hound- j
ed its follows, to wit: On the north by )
land owned by Ellen N. Philbrick, on I
the east by land of Christopher Cooper,
on the south by Weeks street, so call
ed, and on the west by Fair street, so
called, and being the same premises
conveyed to the said Peter J. Garce
lon by Charles H. Wilson by his deed
dated Jan. 2, 1902. and recorded in the
Aroostook Registry of Deeds at said
Houlton in Vol. 1S9, Page 154, to which
deed and record and deeds and rec
ords therein referred to reference is
hereby made for a more particular de
scription.
A. B. SMART.
321
Deputy Sheriff

One man will retire into a speech
less rage, wrap himself up in all the
bedding and refuse to speak or
answer questions for hours at a time.

(L. 8.)

ISABEL SHEEHAN,

the

TUBES AND TIRES

L. W . JEN N EY
Cates Garage
Tel. 64-W

Houlton, Maine

FIVE HUNDRED ACRE FARM
IN SOMERSET CUNTY
FOR S A L E

Between five and six hundred acres best hay, corn
and potato land in Kennebec Valley

Potato Rate to Boston 19 Cents per Hundred
Property of late Hon. Edward N. Merrill of Skowhegan.
Is a going proposition. Will be sold with all equipment, in
cluding farming tools, stock, horses, etc. to close estate.
Less than five miles from Skowhegan village on Bangor
road. Is in a wonderful state of cultivation. Beautifully
located. Fine buildings. Well watered pastures, plenty of
wood.. Write or apply to

Skowhegan, Maine

MERRILL & MERRILL,

CLEVELANDSIX

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF HOULTON

G. B. DUNN

Since the outbreak of the w ar in
1913 America has been taking care of
its own pocket-knife needs and today
claims to be making a product equal
best to the best that was ever imported.

have specialized in work on Cord Tires and am prepared to
do special work on these in addition to regular vulcanizing.
Remember all work is fully guaranteed and in this way
full satisfaction is assured customers.

Supreme Judicial Court for the county
zation of Joan of Arc May 16. Govern of Aroostook, at a term thereof begun
ment orders forbidding processions and held at Houlton within and for
said county, on the third Tuesday of
and parades caused public demonstra April, 1929, to wit, on the first day of
tions in the streets to be abandoned May, 1920, in favor of Guy C. Porter
j
^
A
„
.
....
and Alton E. Carter, co-partners doing
owing to the strike m laris, kingly ;business under the firm name and style
and in groups, elderly gentlemen and of Porter-Carter Insurance Agency,
both of said Houlton. against Peter J.
women in mourning and middle-aged Garcelon oi Merrill in said county of
men retaining their military bearing Aroostook, for Six Hundred Two Dol
in civilian clothes deposited numerous lars and twenty-one cents ($602.21)
floral wreaths at the foot of the debt or damage and Twenty-four Dol
lars and twenty cents ($24.20) costs of
j statutes of France’s heroine, in the suit, and will be sold at public auction j

“ When the giant liner went to the
bottom of the sea, U-20 was several
miles away from the scene, having
been chased by British destroyers in
the locality of the Scilly Isles.
j— — —
“ This fact is borne out by the |
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FOR
entries in her log, which were subse- 1
D IS C H A R G E
quently copied by me and entered in In the matter of
i
In Bankrupt*
the official German admiralty records. W alter Ii. 1.nvely
|
Bankrupt, i
“ The log book of U-22, which was
! To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
taken to the German admiralty ,is evi
District Court of the United States for
dence enough as to the identity of the ' the District of Maine.
vessel which was responsible for the I W A L T E R R. L< V E R Y o f ( ’ as t i r Hill
j in
the
County of Aroostook,
and
destruction of the Lusitania. I have I State of Maine, in said District respect
handled that log book and made ex fully represents, tnat on the 7th day of
| November, last past.
lie
was
duly
tracts from it.”

make a series of laws establishing the
rights of the London cutlers. It was
decreed that the words “London
made” might be affixed to cutlery only
if it originated either in London
proper or within a distance of twenty
miles from it. Also, all hand made
cutlery was to be stamped with the
sign of a hammer, and the use of this
brand upon any other article of
cutlery or edge tool whs prohibited by
severe ^n alties.

Having taken over the Vulcanizing Department of Cates
Garage, I am prepared to do vulcanizing of all kinds. I

HALO ON JOAN’S STATUTE
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It Makes Thousands of Friends
by Its Every-day Performance
Men and women, everywhere, have acclaimed the Cleveland Six
a winner. It has won thousands o f them, and they are enthusiastic
in its praise. It has won them because it brings them so much more
o f the pleasure o f driving, such ease o f driving and such unusual
comfort.
The Cleveland has made its friends,
too, because o f the extraordinary
performance o f the Cleveland motor,
developed through three years o f tests
in the laboratories and shops and
on the road before being offered
to the public. It has life, pick-up,
power and endurance that
you

cannot find in many cars.
Cleveland bodies are o f most grace
ful, dignified design, handsomely fin
ished and upholstered in genuine
hand-buffed leather.
Come in and see the Cleveland Six.
Ride in it. Drive it yourself. Then
you will know just how good it is.

Tourinfi C ar (Five Passengers) $1485
R oadster (T h ree Passengers) $1485
Sedan (Five Passengers)*,
$2295
Coupe (F o u r Passengers)
$2295
(Prices P. O. B. Cleveland)

HOVEY & COMPANY
MANS HILL. MAINE

C L E V E L A N D A U T O M O B IL E C O M P A N Y , C L E V E L A N D , O H IO

$1485

A

George III saw himself compelled to

V U L C A N IZ IN G

i

EQUAL IMPORTED CUTLERY

hand-made cutlery of the world.

long argument arose, and finally King

ab water power and her tidewater ship made a profit last year of $51,799,070
ment .of
manufactured
products, on them.
solute orgy.” He said:
Sugar during the war was selling
“ Food is to be had in plenty, but Alaska will undoubtedly become one
T he recent Increase in subscription at an appalling price, and money is of the principal paper sources of the for 6 cents a pound, but went up to 7
price and advertising rates of newspa being lavished on luxury.
At a re United States. A substantial develop cents last year and is expected to
pers has
publishers on the defen cent ball champagne at a cost of be ment of the paper industry in this advance another cent before this year
sive against the charge of being tween $80 and $120 a bottle at the wonderful region, combined with the is over, he said. The price of good
j intelligent reforestation of pulp lands butter there is only 38 cents a pound;
profiteers. The facts in the case jus present exchange was being drunk.
j
“ Underlying all this extravagance in the older regions, should settle for- tea sells for between 42 cents and 72
tify their defense. Their production
cost, the principal elements of which there is a very large amount of se ! ever the question of a paper shortage cents a pound; milk is 12 cents a
pound; beef a pound is 23 cents; a
•arts wages and newsprint, has in vere and helpless suffering. Although j in the United States.”
Secretary Meredith announced that, pound of lamb costs between 24 and 30
creased in a greater proportion than working men have had their wages
raised
that of almost every other industry. A increased 30 to 40 times, they are to encourage a paper industry in Alas- cents. Profiteers who have
rents
in
New
Zealand
are
amateurs
!
ka,
national
forest
timber
would
be
new spaper requires the highest class much in the same position in which
o f skilled labor, including not only its they were before the war, but the ! offered for a large installation under compared with Ne\v York landlords,
heads of departments, but also its em middle and professional classes a n d j! mutually favorable terms. The Agri- Mr. Nash declared, although the hous
ployees in its editorial, composing- people with small incomes are practi-!! cultural Department, he said, is pre- ing conditions there, as here, are very
j pared to contract sufficient stumpage serious. There are no houses to be
room, press-room, stereotyping and cally starving.
•other departments. Its payrolls have
“ In the streets there are no great ; to supply paper mills for thirty years. had, he said.
During the war New Zealanders sold
recently been increased by 25 per cent j signs of suffering. People^ appear to The timber will be paid for from
to 50 per cent or more.
Without a be well fed and clothed. The popula month to month as it is cut, obviating supplies to the British Government for
substantial increase in income this in* tion of Vienna is not in the pitiable the necessity for large investments in the soldiers at very low prices, he
said, giving the following as examples,
•crease in labor cost alone would bank position of the French and Belgian raw material.
The initial prices, based upon cur Lamb, from 12 to 13 cents a pound:
refugees in the early days of the
rupt most newspapers.
rent timber values in Alaska, the mutton, 9 to 11 cents; beef, 8 to 10
But other Increases in cost have to |war.
“ Personally I can see no reason for Secretary said, are sufficiently low t o , cents; cheese, 14 to 20 cents; butter,
he met, which are peculiar to the
newspaper at the same time that they the heart-breaking accounts of suf- j make the cost of pulp wood stumpage |27 to 34 cents, and wool, 24 to 44 cents.
a r e exceptionally heavy. The cost of ferings which have appeared in the j a relative negligible factor to the |British manufacturers, who used to
postage has been increased to that ex newspapers, and I can only conclude j manufacturer. On several areas which j sell the wool at $1.44, had to give the
tent that the average newspaper is that there is some scheme of ‘ sub-, have been appraised, the spruce ! wool growers one-lialf of their profit.
now delivered by mail beyond the sec sidized propaganda at work designed |timber is priced at 50 cents a cord and ! The growers gave one-half of this to
of j the hemlock timber at 25 cents. These seamen’s charities, MV. Nash said.
ond zone at a cost, in some instances, perhaps to discredit the treaty
rates will apply during the first years
peace
and
soften
the
hearts,
and
•of twice the subscription rate received;
following the installation of the plant.
loosen
the
purse-strings
of
the
allied
an d many newspapers have been com
Thereafter prices will he adjusted at
pelled to cut oc their country circula peoples.
Information received from a Jap
“ Vienna is spending its substance five-year intervals if current timber
tion. Most metropolitan newspapers
i on riotous living and appealing to the values in Alaska warrant, but with anese newspaper by The East and

INCREASE COST

management, or, to exploit the mines if Japan chooses to abandon her
along that railway under a similar ar economic arrangements in Shantung.

indulging in what he called “ on

OF NEWSPAPERS

rangement, is not prompted by aggres
sive designs, not by Napoleonism or
Kaiserism, but by cosmopolitanism.
“ Japan is the protagonist of justice,
guardian of humanity. She is pre
pared to make any sacrifices in order
to overcome the powers’ pressure and
menace towad China. If China can
see that the defense of Japan is
practically her own defense she
should consent to Japan’s strategic
equipment of her soil, still more to
economic arrangements such as are
proposed by Japan in Shantung.”
The Niroku regrets to note that
some Japanese say that Japan’s
economic arrangements in Shantung
should be abandoned as they are
calculated to damage the relations of
Japan and China. In its opinion this
means the abandoning of matters
which are essential to the co-existence
of the two countries.
The only
practical way of promoting Chino-Japanese friendship, it is persuaded to
think, is to teach the Chinese to
understand Japan’s position. If the
Chinese are incorrigible, they w ill not
stop their anti-Japanese agitation even

ROOTS, BARKS, HERBS
Known to Possess Unequaled Value
In Spring Ailments

Are prominent
ingredients o f
H ood’s Sarsaparilla, in which they
are so combined as to be most e f
fective.
This great blood-purifying and
strength-giving medicine is easily
the leading proprietary medicine
for the blood, stomach, liver and
kidneys, which almost universally
need attention in the spring. Thou
sands take it year after year with
entire satisfaction for that tired
feeling, that loss o f appetite, that
eruption on the face or body, and
that low or run-down condition o f
the system so common now. And
they enthusiastically recommend it
to others.
Begin taking it at once, three
times a day after meals.
It is
pleasant to take and * * makes food
taste good.” ,
I f you need a laxative or cathar
tic, take H ood’s Pills. You will
find them gentle and thorough.

EXPLAINS JAPAN’S POSITION

o re now discouraging any extension
o f country circulation as against the allies to provide the necessities of equitable provisions regarding Jiaxi- West News shows that Japan needs
previous persistent campaign for an life. It is quite hopeless to attempt mum rates, which, in no even, will be an equitable extension of the open
to assist the Austrians or Viennese, exceeded during tlie earlier portion of door policy with China. This news
increase in that field.
*
fo the contract.
The greatest burden, however, of for it is notoriously impossible
paper, the Niroku, which is an
help
people
who
will
not
help
them
"The Government owes it to Alaska
th e newspaper, is the result if the re
influential
one in the City of Tokio,
to develop its resources and foster its
cent unprecedented leap in the price selves."
In respect to this statement, how economic growth,” the Secretary add maintains that the principle of the
o f newsprint paper. Within the past
seven ypars the price of newsprint, ever, it should not be overlooked that ed, “ and at the present juncture, the open door should not only he applied
under standard annual contracts, has the pictures of conditions in Vienna opening up of the forests of Alaska to China, hut should also be extended
paper
jum ped from $40 per ton, or less, to published in newspapers have been for the development of the
the world over. In other words, the
drawn
by
official
allied
investigators
industry
will
supply
one
of
the
most
$100 per ton. But the increase in de
critical economic needs of the United world's resources should be equitably !
m and has become greater than pro and by leading British statesmen.
And, a few minutes after Col. Ward States to the profit and service of and equally used by mankind, and no j
duction
capacity.
The allotments
made
the statement, Capt. Elliot both Alaska and the people of the monopoly should he held by any parti- !
which paper mills can make to their
made
the
following assertion to the several States, without in any way cular races.
regu lar customers at the standard con
j
house
of
commons:
sacrificing or interfering with the
tract price are increasingly insufficient
"It is no wonder.” contends the jour- [
“ There is grinding, devastating purposes for which the forests were
to meet requirements and the supply
nal.
"that the scantily gifted should he !
o f newsprint in the paper market is misery in Austria. The people in established."
i
Vienna
today
are
in
a
terrible
plight.
supplied
by the plentifully gifted. If a j
Inadequate to supply the required ex
nation surfeited with natural re- j
c e ss over contract quantities and at When I was there recently I saw a
the same time to supply that great group of people standing for hours
Profiteers thrive in New Zealand sources prevents another suffering I
num ber of publishers who buy their in the cold and rain waiting for the ! just as they do in the United States, from scarcity of supplies from having !
privilege of buying a pair of boots at
newsprint in the transient marget.
but despite this fact food and rents access to its resources, its action is .
The result is that within the past the price of $20, present exchange.
are far more reasonable in that
contrary to the principle of humanity.
“ Steps ought to be taken tc put
year, transient prices for newsprint
country than here. This was brought
Austria
on
its
feet
again.
I
appeal:
Iw v e gone to the present figure of $250
out in an address recently by Walter The action taken to obstruct such
p er ton, or over 600 per cent increase to the British prime minister to put Nash of Wellington, New Zealand, who obstruction, therefore, is never con
o n the price in seven years and 250 some of the ginger into getting the gave some very interesting facts about trary to theprinciple of humanity.”
percent over the standard contract league of nations going that he put his country.
“ In justification of Japan's claims
price fixed in December,1919, for the into the war. The danger to civiliza
Telegraph messages can be sent to Chinese resources, it further goes
year 1920. The result in newspaper tion is as great now as it was during from one end of the country to an on to say:
production cost can be judged by the the war.”
“ We cannot hut recognize the pro
other. lie said, at one Cent a word plus
fact that a metropolitan daily with,
a four-cent tax on each message. For priety of Japan holding in China a
say, 100,000
circulation,
requires
$25 a year families have unlimited base of economic operations. If there
around 10,000 tons of newsprint per
telephone service
for twenty-four were no obstruction or danger to the
year, and that an increase of only
hours
a
day,
hut
in
very
small towns attempt of Japan to avail herself of
Establishment of paper mills in
$20 a~ ton raises its annual production
where
such
long
service
is
not need natural resources in China there
Alaska as a means of relieving the
root by $200,000.
ed, the rate is $2u for twelve hours. would he no justification for the plea
The price of newsprint today is $200 . paper shortage was recommended by Business firms pay only $3o for full that Japan should have
a special
.a ton inEngland, $250 in Sweden and Secretary Meredith.
service and $25 for half service. economic base of operations—such is
“ Alaska is destined to become a sec Letters, he said, can be sent all over not the case. Japan’s proposal to
$300 in France, and for transient lots,
$250 in the United States. As pointed j ond Norway.” Secretary Meredith said. New Zealand at
two cents.
The establish an exclusive settlement in
c u t by R . S. Kellogg, secretary of the j "W ith her enormous forests of rapidly Government, which owns the tele Tsing-tao. to run the Shantung railN ew s Print Service Bureau in his dis- j growing species suitable for pulp, her phones, telegraphs and postal system. w a y
under Chino-Japanese
joint
cussion in American Forestry, the |
present shortage of paper is not due j
to decreased production, but to in -;
-creased consumption, and with little j
prospect of relief in t^ie near future. |
Increases in subscription and ad v e r-!
HY is it that Dia*
tisln g rates are. therefore, compulsory, j
m o n d T ires are
"W hile such increases in rates have not |
generally been anywhere near in p ro -'
used by so many bus and
portion to the increased production j
taxi-cab concerns?
cost, It Is a mistake to assume that j
-the newspaper income is increased to j
O ne big bus line com 
th e full extent of its Increase in sub- ;
pany says o f Diamonds
scrlption and advertising rates. A sub- 1
th
at, “ u n d e r all c o n sU n tial part of the Increase, for in -;
•stance in subscription rate, has to be 1
dit ions, th ey average
divided with the carrier or other dis
better mileage than the
tributor. An Increase in advertising
adjustment basis.”
•rates does not mean the same percent
a g e of increase in income, either upon
W hat Diamonds do for
a normal or abnormal amount of ad
them Diamonds will do
vertising published. Every Increase in ;
for you*
-advertising space means more news
print, more postage, more composi-!
Use the tire that stands
tlon cost— all on an enormously in
creased basis.
There is hardly a
u p u n d e r su ch b a rd ,
metropolitan newspaper which it n ot,;
g ru ellin g service— try
a s to many or all of Its issues, re
diamonds next time.
jecting advertisements, even at the
Increased advertising rates, in order to
Adjustment Basis
keep its production cost, especially
8,000 miles for Cords
that of its newsprint, within the lim
6.0C0 miles for Fabric*
it s o f Its financial resources.
Increase In newspaper subscription
and advertising rates is. therefore,
not a profiteering device on the part
o f the publishers. It is a necessary
means of self-preservation.

SAFE DEPOSIT HABIT
This is a valuable habit to acquire.
Those who once put their valuables in
our Fire and Burglar Proof Vault want
to continue the practice because they
know their valuables are safe.
A Safe Deposit Box here costs only
$3.00 and $5.00 per year.

Houlton Trust Co.

NEW ZEALAND PROFITEERS

H o n ito n , Maine

ALASKA PAPER MILLS
' URGED BY MEREDITH

W

Ho ij l t o n Sa v i n g s B a n k
^ H b U L T O N , M A IN .E ’

Permanent 3rd Liberty
Bonds
W e will exchange these for Temporary
Bonds now in circulation, free of charge
for the service

\

F*rst National Bank
of Houlton, Maine

STARVE AS WINE
FLOWS AT $120
Two accounts of conditions today in
.Austria, varying as to the actual
'extrem ity of the country, have been
made in the house of commons.
One was made by Col. L. Ward,
w h o said that when visiting Vienna
recently he found the people there

' 73b',

FULLofUFE

TOUR CHILDREN
NEED LAXATIVE!’
T h e children need your closest attention, [
a fter "stuffing” themselves !
>■, etc., at a party or the like.
|
w ith isweets,
>y a r e l ftable to get up in the morning
They
f cramps, bad tasting
ip la ln ln go___________
_ mouth
_____
,ve puffed eyes from restless j
fe___
to___
have
atumber;
eber; feel tired and cranky; distemper
distemper- |
ed and whimpering. A c t promptly. G iv e ,
them a dese o f Dr. Tru e’s E lixir, the
Wamily L a x a tive and W orm
Expeler,
which millions o f mothers were given by
th eir parents, to whom themselves are
adm inistering today, to thetr little ones.
purest o f herbs are used— no
-w ill relieve pleasantly the
o f children's illness, eon—worms, eto.
ms o f W orm s:
Constipation,
stomach, swollen upper Up. sour
offensive breath, hard and full
belly, with oooaelonal grlplngs and pains
■hoe l the navel, pale faoe o f leaden tint,
•apea heavy and duU tw itching eyelids,
itch in g o f the nose, itching o f the rectum,
Uhort dry cough, grinding o f the teeth,
V ttle red points sticking out on
the
teagas, starting during sleep, slow fever.
lure, W a. O. Bonin o f Caddo. Oklahoma
w ro te regard Dr. Tru e's E lixir: " W e have
used It fo r our children for the last
tw ^ v e ^ re ^ ra , and certainly know
the

senseitally

n m e etnas.' a t t o u r d b a l b r r .

Diamond
TIRES

PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.
Houlton, Maine

\

10

o*

(Q u A J& eeA , c tfje v e ty J fo * ? -

---- B R O A D W A Y
N e x t to E lk s C lu b

P r e s c r ip t io n

P H A R M A C Y ---D r u g g is t

M a in S tre e t
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SURROUNDING TOWNS
Subscribers should bear in
mind that all subscriptions are
payable in advance and the pa
per will be discontinued at ex
piration. Notice of such expira
tion will be sent out the First of
each month .

Mrs. David Graham sold her farm
last week to Kearney Bates.
Mrs. Eunice Lyons and daughter
Mies Dorothy and Miss. Mildred Carr
of Houlton spent Sunday with Mrs.
Lyons’ parents Mr. and Mrs. O. L.
Sawyer.

LUDLOW

Mrs. Grace Dyer Styles
On Sunday morning at 3:30 o’clock
another of Bridgewater’s highly re
spected young ladies passed away in
to eternal life in the person of Mrs.
Grace Dyer Styles, a bride of fourteen
months. She would have been twenty
in October and leaves a sorrowing
father and mother, her husband and a
little son of eight weeks of age. She
was of a lively and affectionate dispo
sition, well-beloved by a large Circle
of friends. Her end was marked by an
unwavering trust in the merits of her
Saviour.
The funeral was held on
Tuesday afternoon in the Free Baptist
church and interment in the Boundary
Cemetery by the side of her only sis
ter, who pre-deceased her some three
years ago.
The North Aroostook Missionary So
cieties will hold their anual Basket
church, morning and afternoon, W ed
nesday, June 2nd. Two missionaries,
one foreign and the other home will be
present and give thrilling addresses.
The public is cordially invited to at
tend these sessions.
Samuel Johnson, pastor of the Bap
tist church of Centreville, N. B. will
preach in the Baptist church next Sun
day morning in evchange with the
pastor.

Resolved, that in the death of Sister
Tony Kilbuck, his son, just from a daughter of Count Bentinck, who is
White, Oakfield Grange has lost a College
FrankPaul
reported to have heroine engaged to
worthy member and one who in the
Barnaby Bird, theboss of Fiagg
past had served as secretary for a County
Theodore Pettengill marry Capt. von Ilsemann of the exnumber of years.
Mr. Mulberry, Chief Attorney for
Resolved, That we extend to the be the road
Ralph Coburn Emperor’s retinue.
reaved family our heartfelt sympathy
Bruce Ferguson, Clerk in P. D. Q.
“ There will be less tips for us now,”
in their sorrow.
i General Offices
Carl Pettengill
Resolved, That as a token of respect ' Artie, anOffice boy Charles Hargrove said the Bentinck gamekeeper to a
to our departed sister that our charter ; Mr. Perry Allen, a Young Gentleman plump vilage girl, “ but all the same I
he draped in mourning and our Farmer
Earle Rowe
am glad the fellow ’s gone.”
badges be reversed for thirty days.
Jessamine Lee, the Girl
Resolved, That a copy of these res
Hazel McGowan
olutions be sent to the bereaved fam
Imogene McCarthy, a Stenographer
ORDER OF N O TIC E
ily, a copy be sent to the Houlton
Gertrude Drew
Times for publication and a page of
Mrs. Beaver from Flagg Corners
State of Maine
the records be devoted to the same.
Gretrude Drew
Supreme Judicial Court
April 24th, 1920.
Rosa Bella Beavers, the Belle of Aroostook, ss.
In Equity
Amy Crandall
Flagg Corners
i Errold Hillman
Albert
A.
Burleigh
Katie Rideout
Mrs. Perry Allen, Jessamine’s chum
vs.
Emilty Burton
Vivian Hoar
Allston Cushing, et. als.
Committee on Resolutions.
Mrs. Van Dyne, an Agent for the P.
Byron Boyd, Receiver duly appoint
D. Q. Railroad
Vestar Hoar
ed in the above entitled cause, having
Dilly, Mrs. Beaver’s Hired Girl
Donnie Tozier filed his report and account dated
March 23, 1920, it is hereby
Mrs. George Sherman is visiting her
O R D E R E D :— That a hearing on the
daughter Mrs. Frank Skofield at Houl
acceptance thereof and on the distri
ton.
bution of any balance in the hands of
Dr. Benn and family of Houlton were
the Receiver he had at the Court
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Benn
Bentinck castle, long hemmed about House in Augusta, in the County of
Sunday.
Kennebec and State of Maine on Tues
A large crowd attended the recep by special guards because of the day, June 15, 1920 at 10 o’clock a. m.
tion held on last Thursday evening at presence of form er Emperor William and that notice thereof be given to all
the Club room in honor of Rev. and of Germany, has again been thrown parties interested, by publishing an at
Mrs. Pressey of the Methodist church.
open to visitors following the de tested copy of this notice once a week
In the receiving line were Mr. and
for two successive weeks in the Houl
Mrs. G. H. Benn, Rev. and Mrs. Pres parture of the form er Emperor for ton Times a newspaper printed and
sey, Rev. and Mrs. MacKinnon, Mrs. his new home. The castle gates are published in Houlton in said County o f
Percy Perrigo and Mrs. Isreal Gerow. wide open and the rule requiring Aroostook, the last publication to be
A recitation greeting was given by
tickets of visitors has been cancelled. at least seven days before the date of
Master Kincaid. An address of wel
said hearing in order that such per
come from the churches and town was
One minute after the ex-Kaiser’s sons or parties may then and there ap
extended to the Pastor and his w ife by automobile had started in the direction pear and show cause why said report
Rev. D. A. MacKinnon, reponse was
of Doorn the guards were withdrawn should not be accepted and such dis
tribution made.
made by Rev. Pressey. Refreshments
and,
after taking leave of friends in
of sandwiches, cake and coffee were
Dated this 21st day of May, A. D„
served. Music was furnished by In Amerongen, mounted bicycles and ped 1920.
graham’s orchestra.
alled off in the direction taken by W il
LESLIE C. CORNISH,
Arrangements have been made with helm’s car.
Chief Justice
the U. B. Convention so that the Free
Supreme Judicial Court
The only person in the Bentinck
Baptist property at the Mills will be
Atrue copy of Order.
for sale, and the church at the Corner household who appeared to regret the
Attest: M IC H AEL M. CLARK,
w ill hereafter be used for all services departure of the erstwhile royalty was
221
Clerk.
of the United Baptist Society.

Mrs. Harry Dobbins, who has been
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920 ill at the Aroostook hospital for the
past week, is gaining and expects to
the T IM E S office w ill cloae at noon
return home soon.
ovary Saturday during May, June.
Several from Hammond attended the
July and Auguat, in accordance with Sunday evening service at the Bap
the usual custom of Banks and County tist church.
Mr. and Mrs. John W iley, formerly
offices.
of this town who have been living in
East Corinth for a few years, have sold
their farm, and returned to Aroostook
to make their home. They are glad to
A . C. Stanley is somewhat Improved get back to Aroostook and declare it
from his illness of last week.
to be the best place to live.
The Schools will close this week
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Stevens of
w ith Graduation exercises on Friday.
Houlton visited relatives here, Sunday.
There w ill be a Children’s day con
Mr. and Mrs. John Barker of Houl
W. E. Mathews is in Bangor and
cert in the Methodist church next ton spent Sunday with his mother,
Portland on a few days business trip.
Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Barker.
C. P. Benn has recently accepted a
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lothrop moved
Rev. H. H. Cosman will administer
In their house last week purchased the rites of baptism to u number of job with the Railroad Co. as car in
from S. P. Archibald.
candidates at Moose Brook, Sunday at spector.
Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Bigelow of Island
A large crowd from Houlton and 3 p. m.
M ars m il attended the Jazz dance in
Mrs. Sarah Beatty of Houlton is vis Falls were calling on friends in town
Grange hall on Friday night.
iting her daughter, Mrs. Lyman Webb. Saturday.
Miss Beulah O’Roak one of the vilA farew ell party was given Miss
Master Robert Feeley of Houlton
Bthel Archibald on Wednesday eve spent Saturday with Master Leland age teachers spent the week-end wTith
her parents in Sherman.
ning by several of her friends.
Longstaff.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruth Leavitt expect
M rs. F. V. Hogan returned from Bos
Rev. Mr. Jenkins of Houlton will
ton on Saturday evening’s train, she hold services at the Baptist church to move into their new home on
has spent the past winter there and in every evening this week. Everyone Shields street this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Nickerson who
N ew York.
who attends these meeting will cer
recently sold their house on Main St.
Grange met on Saturday evening tainly be benefltted by them.
and a class of ten were instructed in
William Clark, who was seriously in-i have moved to Houlton and purchased
the third and fourth degrees, a har jured last January by a falling tree, is j a new residence.
vest supper was served to over a hun in the Bangor hospital for treatment. I The Box Supper and Social Dance
dred members.
Mr. S. P. Archibald
Memorial Sunday. May 30th, a union
George Bates of Linneus attended ! held at the Grange Hall, for the bene
gave a very interesting talk on the the service at the Baptist church Sun-! fit of the Village Band Thursday night services will be held at the U. B.
Grange, and what it has been to him, day afternoon.
! was a success, about $75.00 was realiz church at Hodgdon corner, 11 o'clock
he being one of the few early members
a. m.. Memorial services to be given by
There will be Sunday School at the ! ed from the sale of boxes.
left now. He with his daughter, Ethel Hall Sunday morning at ten o’clock,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Baker were Rev. D. A. MacKinnon. Memorial day
passengers on Saturday night’s Pull exercises will occur on Monday p. .n.,
leove this week to make their home in prayer meeting at eleven.
Houlton. They will be greatly missed
FYed Warman who has been ill for man for the Pacific Coast. They ex May 31st. The usual services at the
here both in the Grange and in the several weeks is gaining slowly.
pect to visit Los Augeles, San Fran-; cemetery will he held at 1.30 p. m. af
Community.
Fred Foster, the farmer-evangelist cisco and many of the western cities ' ter which Rev. Pressey will deliver j
> the Memorial address at
the Town }
of Fort Fairfield will preach at the before they return.
On May 26th George H. Harrington Hall.
j
Baptist church, Sunday.
presents “ The Springtime Follies” 1 A three act play entitled “ An Early
Friends of the late Charles Henry
a musical comedy company of 12 pee-; Bird” will he presented at the Town {
Mrs. Oscar Stevens is visiting at the Stewart who died April 8th, will be in
pie, Vaudeville, dancing, comedy. Hu-! Hall Monday evening. May 31st by the j
home of E. W . Carpenter in Houlton.
terested in this brief obituary notice.
morous fun intermingled with drama Senior Class of Island Falls High
M r. and Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick were At the time of his death Mr. Stewart
tic novelties. Popular prices. Don’t 1School assisted by the High school or- :
AaiHiiy on relatives in Littleton Sun was 69 years old and had resided in
miss it.
|ehestra under the auspices of the j
Ludlow for many years where he was
day.
Resolutions of Respect
j Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist church, i
A number of people from this town a member of the First Baptist church.
Whereas, the Great Ruler of all our! Admission 35c and 50c. The cast of
attended church in Ludlow Sunday Forty-five years ago he married Miss
j
Ruar Boyer of Florenceville, N. B., lives has seen fit to remove from our : characters are as follows:
evening.
Cyrus B. Kilbuck, president of the I
M iss Helen Hafey of Hodgdon was who remains to mourn his loss. For midst our sister. Mrs. Jennett White,
P. Q. Railroad
Arthur Carstenson I
the week-end guest of Miss Frances many years they were members of the therefore he it
Houlton Grange and were respected as
Gardiner.
M r. and Mrs. Roy Adams of Linneus kind neighbors and good c::tiens. The
w ere 8unday guests of Mr. and Mrs. funeral services were conducted hv
Rev. H. H. Cosman, pastor of the de
E arle Adams.
M r. and M rs. John Niles of Houlton ceased.
Leave your orders for

MONTICELLO

OAKFIELD

HODGDON

LETTERB

are spending a few weeks at their
camp in this town.
M r. and Mrs. James Murchie of
Houlton spent the week-end with Mr.
and M rs. Joe Mitchell.
M r. and Mrs. M. C. Carpenter were
In Houlton Sunday to attend the fun
eral of M rs. Fred Tarbell.
M iss Kathleen Hovey of Houlton
spent Saturday and Sunday with her
aunt M rs. George Carpenter.
There will a box social in the school
house Friday evening May 28th, the
proceeds of which will go toward fur
nishing the school room.
M r. and Mrs. Earl Adams, Mrs.
George Carpenter and Miss Millie
Scott attended the H. H .'S . speaking
contest in Houlton last Monday eve
ning.

,

EAST HODGDON

Mr. and M r*. John London of Houl
ton w as the week-end guests of Mr.
and M rs. M iles Smith.
M rs. Lowell Brockway and Miss Zelm a Chapman of Houlton were the
week-end guests of Mrs. John Grant.
M rs. Georgia Gardiner of Letter B
w as the guest of M iss Lillian Brown
one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Crane and Miss
Flossie Crane were guests of Mr., and
M rs. Trueman Stairs Sunday
' Mrs. Fred A. Barton was the guest
of her mother Mrs. Benj. Atherton last
Tuesday.
Rev. Henry Speed will give a Mem
orial address in the Union church next
Sunday, May 30th.
Mrs. William Boardman of Canter
bury, N. B., who has been at the
Aroostook hospital was able to be mov
ed to her daughter’s Mrs. Jasper Crane
and her friends here are pleased to
know that she is gaining.
M r. and Mrs. Alfred Henderson of
Green Road was the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Elias Egears Sunday.
M r. and Mrs. Charles Nason and Ce
d i London of Hodgdon were the guests
Of Mr. and Mrs. Everett London Sun
day.
M rs. Anna Crowell of Lynn, Mass.,
w as the guest of her brother Charles
McAttee for the past few weeks.
M r. and Mrs. Frank McAttee of
Green Road were the guests of Mr.
and M rs. W illiam Atherton Sunday.
M r. and Mrs. Frank Turney and
fam ily were the guests of Mrs. Thomas
Lloyd Sunday.
M aurice Duff has bought the farm
of Em ery Henderson.

LINNEUS
M iss Fay Rhode of Houlton spent
Monday night w ith Miss Laura Max
ell.
M rs. Rosa 8tewart is visiting her son
Fred Stewart and fam ily in Brunswick
Maine.
Fired Bither and fam ily of Houlton
spent Sunday with Mrs. Sarah E.
Bither.
M r. and M rs. Roy Adams spent Sun
day In Letter B with Mr. and Mrs.
E a rl A **1" *
M r. sad M rs. Firm an Popham and J.
C. Shields spent Sunday in Sherman
with relatives.
H orace Bither and family of Houl
ton w ere calling on friends and rela
tives here last Sunday.
John M axell and family and Miss
D ora Berry w ere Sunday guests of Mr.
and M rs. Perley Maxell.
M rs. Llssle Stoddard was called to
N ew Lim erick by the death of her
brother W arren McGuire.
Mts . Howard Pembley returned to her
home here Tuesday after spending the
last few weeks in Boston.
David T. Sawyer returned home Sun
day from a week’s visit with his daugh
ter Mrs. Earl Sutherland in Portage.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sawyer and Mr.
and Mrs. H. Edw. Kimball of Houlton
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Ruth.
Fred Karnes and Mrs. Maurice Ste
w art and two children and Mrs. May
spent Sunday in Haynesvllle
with relatives.
Mrs. Byron M cQuarrle and daughter
and M rs. W ill Tidd of Hodgdon spent
spent one day last week with Mr. and
M rs. O. L. Sawyer.

LITTLETON
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hogan of Houl
ton were the guests of Mrs. L. F. Hall
on Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Shaw are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son on May 30th.
Mr. and Mrs. W illiam Knox of Houl
ton were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. O. Briggs on Sunday.
The many friends of Edith W. Hall
will be glad to learn that she was able !
to come home on Sunday.
i
Friends of Ashbury Stockford were !
sorry to learn that he was obliged to j
enter the Aroostook hospital for treat-1
ment for blood poisoning caused by a j
broken wrist.
|
The marrigae of Ansel Kelley and j
Miss Lucy D. McCordie will take place j
next Wednesday afternoon at 4 o’clock !
at the home of the bride’s-to-be parents
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. McCordie.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Campbell were i
called to Skowhegan on Saturday by J
the serious illness of their daughter,
pendicitis at the hospital in SkawBertha who was operated upon for uphegan.
There will be a Children’s Day Con
cert given at the U B. church on June
13th. The Committee elected to ar
range for the concert— Mrs. James
Stone, Mrs. Waldo Carmichael and
James Campbell.
There was a good attendance at the
Grange meeting on Tuesday evening.
Six candidates were initiate 1 and fourapplications received for membership
The next meeting will be held on Tues
day evening, June 1st.
The following delegates were elect
ed by the U. B. Sunday school to at
tend the S. S. Convention held in the
Methodist church at Houlton. May 26
and 27. Mrs. Marcus Turner. Mrs. E.
D. Coy and Mrs. O. V. Jenkins.

memorial Ulreathsandflowers
at our store before Friday if possible. W e
can furnish Wreathes for $3.00 to $5.00
See sample in our window

B 'r id g e w a te r D r u g

Company

The

Houlton Trust Co.
Pays interest of 2 per cent on
Daily Balances of $ 5 0 0 or over

H Compound Interest of 4 per cent j£
| on Savings Accounts o f a n y |
j| Am ount.......................................... ......

||

W eek o f May 24, 1920
--------------AT THE-------- —

Announcement

TEMPLE
W E D N E SD A Y

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
IHIRLEY MASON

W a t k l s Is th e o n ly
S p a r k P i n g th a t h a s
a r e a l u s e rs S e rv ic e
P o li c y .

TO MY M A N Y V A L U E D C U S T O 
M E RS T H E J. R. W A T K I N S P R O
D UC TS A RE B E I NG S OL D A T S A M E
OL D P RI CE S A N D T H E Q U A L I T Y
R E M A I N S T H E S AME.
T H E GOODS T H A T S E L L T H E M 
SELVES AND ARE D IS T R IB U T E D
BY

LEO

T.

in

'T R E A S U R E ISLAN D ”
A Literary gem made into a motion picture classic. Every
one who road Robert I.ouis Stevenson's romantic adven
ture will find great pleasure in seeing it on the screen.
A Special at Regular Prices C H E S T E R O U T I N G & N E W S

THURSDAY

SPfAIN

DOROTHY

DALTON

“Market of Souls’’
One of the most attractive motion picture productions in

L \

w h n ’n Dorothy Dalton has appeared. The sittings are very
elaborate.
NEWS

BURTON HOLMES TRA V ELO G UE
FRIDAY AFTERNOON

MADGE KENNEDY

w p
J ty

Thomas Kirkpatrick
The late Thomas Kirkpatrick was
born in Ireland in 1838 and came to
New York when a young man of 21
years of age, coming to Littleton four
years later where he spent the rest of
his life with the exception of 18 years
spent in the west. He was united in
marriage in September 1872 to Miss
Margaret Lee who passed away sev
eral years ago. Mr. Kirkpatrick was
an honest upright citizen, a good
neighbor and a kind husband. During
the last years of his life he was ten
derly cared for at he home of his step
son Emery Lee. He died Sunday, May
1th at the age of 82 years. Funeral
services were held at the U. B. church
on Tuesday afternoon conducted by
the Revs. Cosman and Turner. Mrs.
James Stone and Mrs. Waldo Car
michael sang several selections. In
terment was made in the North Roa
cemetery beside his wife.

in

“Blooming Angel”
/

A delightful comedy. There is a sweet, wholesome senti
ment in this production. Madge Kennedy is the living im
personation of Wallace Irvin’s heroine which ran in the
Saturday evening post as a serial.
COM EDY
SCREEN M A G A ZIN E

\

F R ID A Y EVEN IN G

THE

HISTORICAL

PAGEANT

Celebrating Maine's Centennial. W ill start at 7.30. Some
thing every one will want to see. Over Two Hundred peo
ple in the cast. Further Particulars given later.
SA TU R DA Y

CIRCUS D A Y
SHIRLEY MASON
-------------i n --------------

“Her Elephant Man”

BRIDGEWATER
M. A. Randall is in Boston.
Mrs. Effle Black of Fort Fairfield
wgs In town last week.
The Central Hotel closed to the tra
veling public May 22ud.
Vernon Niles of Presque Isle is a
guest at Fred Nickerson’s.
Mrs. Simon Bernstein is entertain
ing relatives from Montreal.
Mrs. Etta Barrett returned home
Monday from Presque Isle.
Mrs. Gladys McNincly and two chil
dren of Presque Isle are in town for a
short visit.
Mrs. Elsie Nickerson was in Presque
Isle recently to visit her father, Mr.
Buck who got injured by a fall in the
barn.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Herrick of
Washurn were guests Sunday at Allen
Boone’s.
Mrs. Grace Dyer Styles died Sunday
a. m., she had been ill with tuberculo
sis for a long time.
Mrs. Irene Lawrence was called to
Woodstock, N. B., by the serious ill
ness of her mother.
The B. C. A. base hall team played
at Mapleton Saturday, p. m., score 11-4
in favor of Bridgewater.
Have your old Jewelry made over by
Osgood, Houlton, Maine.

DEPARTURE OF KAISER
RELIEF AT AMERONGEN

V

Boy Clothes

Shirley Mason is called the sweetest star of the day, and:
you surely will love her in this the sweetest Circus story
ever told. Don’t crawl under the tent. Be on the lot early.
Maybe you can carry water for the Elephants at the Tem 
ple on Saturday, May 29, the first Circus of the season.
Two Reel Sunshine Comedy “ H U NG RY LIO N S and T E N 
DER H EA R TS” and M U T T and JEFF.
M ONDAY

PAULINE FREDERICK
------------- i n ------------

Smart styles, sturdy fabrics
reasonable prices
$9, $10, $12 upwards to $20
Come in and see them

“The Paliser Case”
There are four good reasons why you should see this pro
duction. First it is a sincere adaption of the famous novel,,
second Pauline Frederick is the Star and gives a splendid
performance, third the interest has been so well maintain
ed it is a joy throughout and fourth it is a holiday.
BRIGGS COMEDY
BRAY P IC T U R E G R A P H
TUESDAY

ROBERT WARWICK
------------- in ------------

IL. S. Purington
Houlton

“Told in the Hills”
Most every ond has read this charming tale of the moun
tain hills— a most interesting story and a most interesting
Star.
G A Y E T Y COM EDY and P A R A M O U N T M A G A ZIN E
------ A LW A YS S O M E TH IN G GOOD A T T H E T E M P L E -------

v

